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CHAPTER I 

INTHODUCTION 

The Con;munist moverr;ent, has tr.a~·ersed a long p<i th 

in its history of over six decades. Unlike the Congress, 

the C ornmunist party had set out a longterm strategy of 

achie~ing 'tot~l independence' not only from colonial 

rule but also from the nascent Indian 'bourgeoise' in 

order to est~blish ~democratic society. And thus, 

the C orJmunist mo"~•ement aimed at the rad icalisation of 

the Indian National Congress, while fighting against 

the foreign rule. But, unlike the Gandhians, what the 

Communists lacked was an indigenous approach and think

ing, as they vrere largely influenced by an alien ideology 
' like 'Cornr.1unism'. In an attempt to apply the Communism 

to the Indian conditions, the Corr:munists had counter

posed Gandbism with Communism. Besides, in the later 

perjod, their pro-so~riet international outlook created 

greater problems when their domestic policies were 

predominantly formulated out of external necessity. 

This was partly because of their inability to correlate 

theory with practice and concretise their strategic 
• 

objective of socialist re~olution. 



As a result, the Communists played marginal role 

throughout the freedom struggle. Specifically, the 

Communists incurred popular displeas~re during the 

Quit India movement in 1940s, which forced them to 

remain in the periphery of the 'mainstream' politics. 
' 

Even their historic role in the Royal Indian Na~y 

mutiny (Bombay), the vayal~r-Punnapra uprising (Travan

core) and Telangana People's struggle (Hyderabad) earned 

them no great support. As a matter o! fact, the 

Telangana people's struggle sharpened the political-. 
ideological differences in the undivided CPI for the 

first time. By early sixties, the split in the world 

Communist mo~ement, on the one hand, and Sino-Indian 

border rift, on the other, influenced the CPI in leading 

to an intense inner-party struggle. In cons~quence, 

the party faced problems from 'within' and 'without'. 

The Sino-Indian war provided an occasion for the 

virtual split and formation of the Communist Party of 

India (CPI) and the Communist Party of India-ii!arxist 

(CPI-M). As a result, the Indian Communist movement 

was im~.~ensely wea~ened. 

In tr.e post-split period it was the 'dual role' 

of the Congress as reflected in the pursuit of progre-
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ssive foreign policy and ·a conservati~e domestic policy 

simultaneously which created misunderstanding between 

the two parties. In the e~ent the Communists were 

often more preoccupied with criticising each other 

than attacking their common enemy. In the absence of 

any ~iable alternati~e to the Congress Party, both the 

parties had ~risualised a left and democratic alternative, 

but had not concretised their vision. Gi~en their limited 

influence in the political terrain of India, the two 

left parties needed the support of other parties which 

subscribe to a simj_lar understanding. But. in their 

search for allies, both the parties diffe~ed on the 

characterisation of left and democratic parties that 

should form part of the United Front. 

The tv10 parties having tra·~ers ed in different 

directions until the emergency period were keenly aware 

of the need to forge left unity before they could work 

for left and democratic unity. Towards this end, the, 

two parties worked and identified 'authoritarianism' 

and 1 comn:unalism 1 as two most important problems. 

Hence again they differed on the question of priority. 

While the CPI(M) focussed its main fire against the 
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authoritarianism of ihe Congress, the CPI equated both 

the menaces and concentrated its attack on the Janata 

party. }11eanwhile, fuilure of the J anata experiment 

led to the restoration of the Congress rule in 1980. 

In the Indira Gandhi phase, conclave politics of non-

Congress parties engendered unity not only among the 

non-left parties but also between the two left parties. 

Almost all the parties, including the left, turned 

their attention to the crucial issue of Centre-State 

relations. During this pha.se. the non-Congress parties 

e"7olved a corr.mon understanding on this problem, which 

had far reaching implications for the growth of a non

Congress alternati~e in different parts of the country. 

While the understanding on Centre-State relations united 

them, the intractable problems of Punjab and Assam 

divided the opposition parties because their positions 

were marked by serious differences. As a result, the 

left parties did not play a pi~otal role in realising 

their longterm goal of establishing a left and democratic . 
alternative. 

Again, the acsassination of Indira 'Gandhi ga~e 

a blow to the opposition unity. To begin with the non-

Congress and left parties differed on t~e factors respon

sible for her assassination. l·Iore 1rnp01:tantly, serious 
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differences emerged on tbe assessment of the assassina-

tion and its effects on nation~l unity. For the left 

parties, Indira Gandhi's death posed a serious threat 

to national unity as it was engineer~d by the forces 

inimical to India's unity. whereas the non-left parties 

were not conyinced that this was so. Besides, the land-

slide victory of Raji.,p Gandhi in the 1984 elections 

ahakened the 'fortress' of the leftists, on the onehand, 

and the rightists' base in the Hindi-speaking region, 

on the other in the opposition camp. Apart from the 

electoral setback, mutual hostility between the two 

parties, particularly in Andhra Pradesh, Bihar and West 

Bengal led to 'status quoism'in the CPI(M)-CPI relationship. 

These developments compelled both the parties to 

maintain unity in action on common issues. Their 'shifts' 

· in tactics facrlitated the two parties to embark upon 

united actions at mass front le~rel. But, they did not 

extend this unity to the ideological plane, for, the 

ideological differences continued to separate both the 

parties. AS far as their differences are concerned, 

both the parties owe their allegience to the principles . 
of Marxism and Leninsm, yet their interpretations hawe 

given rise to two different programmatic understandings. 
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While the CPI aims at achieving its objective of National 

Democratjc Revolution by forging an alliance of progre

ssi, .. e sections of the National bourgeoise and the work

ing class against the pro~imperialist, pro-monopoly and 

pro-feuda-l sections of the bourgeoise. The CPI (N) , . 
incontrast, aims at achieving its goal of People's 

Democratic Re'(rolution under the leadership of working . 
class and its vanguard party against the landlord

bourgeois state led by big-bourgeoise. Since their 

strategic objecti,res have remained virtually unchanged, 

the PFesent discussion is focussed on their tactical ' 

posi tiona, which ha, .. e undergone some changes in the last 

one decade. Moreo'lrer, their mutual relations can be 

examined only through the study of their acti~ities at 

the tactical level. The purpose of this study is to 

understand the nature of the 'shifts' in their tactical 

lines and to explain the consequences of these shifts. 

This is essential for understanding the role played by 

the two parties in the post-emergency period. 

SIGNIFICANCE 

The contribution that these two parties made to 

the socio-political life of India is significant. Be 



they in power, as in W.Bengal and Kerala, or in oppo

sition inside and outside the Parliament, the left 

parties deser·ne academic ~ttention. For, it is only 

the CPI(M) led left front go~ernment in W.Dengal which' 
• 

not only won the three assembly elections successively 

and remained in po-v;er but faced no 'diss:i.dent' facti.ons 

in the r,my tr_a t 2.lmost all state co~rernments led by both . 
the Congress as well as non-Congress parties have faced. 

Sirr:ilarly, on the question of conJr:unalinm and national 

unity, it is only the left parties which have taken 

c'learcut stands. The left parties' role in fighting 

against the terrorism in Punjab, in a sense, vindic~tes 

this point. The significance of this study lies in the 

explanation of the different approach that these parties 

ha~e adopted in responding to the larger issues like, 

path of de~elopment, approach of the Congress, federal 

character of the Indian Constitution, divisive movements, 

threat to National Unity, Centre-State relations and 

process of political de~elorment in India; and exposure 

of the left parties' contribution, problems and prospe-

cts towards that end, particularly in post-emergency 

period (1977-86). 



SCOPE 

In this study, it is not the Communist movement ' 

per se, but the two parties and their attitudes regard-. 
ing major political de-.·eloprr:ents whi.ch had some bearing 

on the mutual relations of both parties during the per

iod 1977-86 are examined. In this sense this is not 

a theoritjcal exercise. And therefore, the ideological 

polerr.ics are not discussed in any detail as it is bey9nd 

t~he scope of this study. Nor is it our concern to 

explore the prospects of left unity or left and democra-

tic unity. The main objecti~-e of this study is to ana

lyse the state of CPI-cPI (M) relations, their assessment 

of each other's position on the central issues of Indian 

politics and finally how this affects their intervention 

in political happenings in the current period. For the 

CPI-cPI(l\J) relations has a profound influence on the 

growth of left mo~ement in India. 

This study to a large extent relies upon primary 

sources like: party congress docuntents, pamphlets, 

National Council/Central Coni.rr.i ttee reports, articles, 

press statements of the two Communist parties. In 

addition to these, their party organs, New Age and 
, 

~e.Q,Eles Democra,£;Y have been used in discussing their 



day-to-day activities. The abundant material'that is 

available through the pri~ary resources made our task 

easier, in the sense, that the diary of e~ents was 

readily a .. ·ailable, which i.nturn, lessened the efforts 

to search for material. ~oreo .. ~r, the problems of 

~isinterpretation of theoritical as well as practical 

positions taken by the t\-TO left parties was o .. rercome 

due to the extensi~e reliance on the first-hand infor

mation. Howe~er, it would haue been also useful if 

~ufficient secondary sources like, books, articles and 

commentaries authored by non-party people was a .. •ailable. 

This has not been possible as there is dearth of secon

dary literature on the post-emergency period. As a 

matter fact, it is difficult to find a few ~econdary 

bo.,oks, lea .. ·e alone ace.demic research, on the subject 

under di.scuEsior... \ofhate~er little is a .. ·ailable in tre 

form of articles and commentaries from the non-party 

sources, has been made use of. Much of this rraterial 

is not of academic nature, as it is wri.tten in a journal

istic manner. As a result one hardly finds a systematic 

study on the subject of CPI-CPI(¥1) rel<i'.tions. E~en 

scholars on Coremunism ha~e not written much on the 

subject, perhaps this did not attract their attention 
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as they were primarily in"<•ol~·ed with theor~tical problems. 

HYPOTHESE8 

The causes and consequences of the split in the 

Communist mo-.:Temen t kept the two parties apart till the 

emergency period. The two left parties maint~ined their 

differences since their inception in 1964. In ~iew of 

Congress debacle in t'be 1S77 elections, the CPI reasse

ssed i tr-> ~ J..li(A.nce i)Olicy i'.ri.. th the C ongres.s. The elec

tions ir ... e:;.ugur;.:.. ted a new erh in the polj tical landscap:e 

of Indio-~. 'l'o sorr;e e.;:tent, the emergency and elections 

changed tbe course of CPI-C2I (1V1) relations. It appeared 

as if the Bhatinda congress of the CPI marked an end of 

the CPI-GPI(h) a.nimosity. 'l'he two parties "ryiewed the 

Janata go"'·ern-c:ent differently, which in turn led to their 

coming closer on the ewe of 1980 ~idterm polls. 

Paced 'tvith a dinided opposition in the election, 

Indira Gandhi staged her comeback and reestablished the 

Congress rule in tte Hindi-speaking region. The left 

parties' pt"!rception of the Con~ress{I) had undergone 

a change, though they vrere not affected r.:uch by the 

Congress perforwance in the elections. The left parties 
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attempted an opposition unity through the 1 concla .. Te' 

politics. Differences arose between them on the ques-

tion of the role of the BJP, Assam and Punjab problems. 

In the wake of Indira Gandhi's assassination, 

Raji .. T Gandhi became the Prin:e I1linistcr in 1984. In 

the elections, held later, the Congress scored a resound-
. 

ing .,.Tictory o-.:Ter the opposi tiQn. All the opposition 

parties, barring a few regional parties, were badly 

affected by the 1 sympathy wa..,re' , apart from their mutual 

bickerings o .. Ter seat adjustments. The differences 

centered around electoral alliance, attitude towards , 
I 

Telugu Desharo Party in A.P., vlest Bengal go,rernment' s 

new industrial :policy and merger concept. These differ-

ences hampered the united actj_ons between the two left 

parties. E-nen after a decade since the Bhatinda, the 

prospects of left unity appear bleak. 

NET HOD 

The method followed in this study is the analyti-

cal method. All t~ose political e~ents which influenced 

the course :>f CPI-C.l?I(N) relations during the post-emer-

gency period are so analysed as to dis cern the 'ohifts' 
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in their tacticts and to establish the link between the 

two parties' shortterrn and longterm goal~. This study 

is an empirical one as it is largely based on actual 

e~ents which shaped these parties' relations. The main 

political developments which occured during the period 

are analysed chronologically and thematically. The 

period of study, that is, post-emergency(1977-86), is 

so chosen as it deals with the problems and prospects 

of left unity in retrospection. The subject of study 

is so di-o:rid~d into three main phases, as to character

ise each phase with a particular theme. 

CHAPrERISATIGN 

This dissertation is org2nised in such a way that 

each of the five chapters deals with a specific aspect. 

In the Introductory chapter, significance of the Comrr.u

nist movement, scope and limitations of study, hypotheses 

and method of research are dealt with. The second chapter, 

"Historical Background" is aimed at studying the CPI-' 

CPI(M) relations in the pre-emergency (1964-75), as a 

backgroud to acquaint with the basic differences between 

the two parties. This is done because, these .. ~ry differ

ences are largely responsible for the present state o·f 
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their relations. Third chti~.pter entitled, "The Janata 

Period ( 1977-80)" deals with the dh•ergence in their 

perception of elections, Janata party, Congress and I 

how the CPI shift in Bhatinda congress affected their 

mutual relations. In fourth chapter, "The Indira Gandhi 

Phase (1980-84)" left unity in :actions on common issues, 

impact of the Congress restoration on the. left parties, 

di~ergence on the BJP, differences on Punjab and Assam 

mo .. •ements, C oncla~·e politics and the rise of ree:ional 

parties &nd the q uestj_on of C entral-St::t t e re la ti.ons 

are discusGed. The fifth ch2.pter, entitled. "The Rajiv 

Gandbr Period. ( 1984-86)", exan:ines opposition disunity 

on the question of nQtional unity, debacle of the left 

in its 'bastion' in the elections, differences between 

them in A.P., Bihar and W. B~ngal, di-ergence on the 

CPI's merger proposal and the problems as well as 

prospects of left parties' unity. In the Conclusion, 

summary of the main findings and a few concluding 

remarks on the possible unity of the CPI and the CPI(M) 

are made. 



CHAPTER-II 

ff!STORICAL BACKGROUND 

This chapter ia mainly aimed at examiniag the 

de~elopmeats after the cplit in the Commuaist mo~emeat 

ia Iadia. The respoaaeo of each party, ia relntioa 

to each other, over the policies of the Coagrees are . 
j 

studied so aa to naalyse the 'd9ergeaco' 1a their , 

perception of Indian reality. Besides, certaia e~eata 

occured during the course of pre-emergency period which 

had some beari~g on the CPI-CPI(M) relationm. Aa 

attempt is mnde in this chapter as to knpw how the two 

parties perceived the policies of the Coagreee amd 

opposition parties differently, which iaturn resulted 

in their mutual state of relations. Of course, the 

two parties held identical ~iowa oa some issues as 

they shifted some of their tactical positioas. Aad 

thus one witnoases 'unity and struggle' betweea these 

parties in the period under study. The study of pre-

emergency phase io important since it pro~ideQ aome 

historical background to further study post-

emergency in the realm of CPI-GPI(M) relationship, 
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Howewer, to understand the pre-emergeacy phase , 

tt ie essential to discuss the c~usea aad eweats ef 

the split. Accordingly, in this chapter the first part 

deals with the causes and consequeaces of the split. 

How the two parties had e~ol,~d their programmatic 

understaadings after their formation iS also studied. 

The second part deals with the aftermath ef the split 

till the imposition of emergency ia 1975. Here, these 

parties in reacting to some e~eats had made eome chaages, 

khich iaturn changed the course of CPI-cPI(M} relatioas. 

Those e,reats which had contributed to their 'shifts• 

include, Indo-Pak war, Midterm Elections ia Kerala, 

Fourth General Bl~ctions, Non-Congress Uaited Froat 

Go~~eraments in some states, Congress split, Naxalite 

movement, the 1971, 72 ~lections and the JP movemeat. 

At the outset, the complex nature of split in 

the Commuaist mo~ement can not be understood without 

going into multiple factors and questions which aeed 

to be discussed. Whether or not the split waa iae~itable 

in the gi~en circumstances? Was it a factioaal rivarly 

which was responsible for the split? Was it caused 

due to ideological, strategic aad tactioal reaaoas? 
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Was the split a culmin&tion of inner party struggle 
• 

o~er the years? Or was it due to external factors 

(CPSU/CPC intervention)? 

No two authGrs on the subject are unanimol,ls. 

According to Bhabani Sen Gupta, 1 the split occured 

due to personal difference& among the leaders. He 

gave secondary importance to the exterual factor auch 

as, split in the interm.ational Communiot moveme11t. 

' 2 Contrary to this was the opiaion of Victor Fio 

who attributed external factors lik~, Sino-so~iet rift 

and Sino-Endian rift, as chiefly responsible for the 

split. Similarly, Alan Jay and Henry Dogenhardt3 

found both external as well as internal factors as 

responsible. But, according to the CPI(M) 4 , the split 

was culmination of the long inner party struggle . 
regardiag the attitude o~er ruliag Congress party, path 

---~-~~-------~---

1 • 

2. 

Bhabani Sen Gupta, Communism ia Iadian Politics, 
New York, 1972, pp."b6-100 
Fie, Victor M, Beaceful Traasitioa to Comnu.ism 1• 
India, New Delhi, 1963. 

3. A~aa D. Jay and Henrx W. We~ahardt, ~ol1t1cal Partiea 
£f the World, New Delhi, 19oO., p.1? • ----

4. Harikishan Singh Surjit, Q~CPI-CPI(X) Defferences, 
New Delhl., 1985. 
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of development, stage of revolution, nature of the ruling 
~ 

class etc. Whereasn the CPI found the CPC as. chiefly 
I 

responsible for the split. Later on. the CPI had acknowled-

ged the fact that the ideologi~al fActo~s also contributed 

fJr thtJ split. Accord:1 ng to Sudipto Kaviraj, 6 the split was 

dne to the ideological differences in understanding Indian 

political si tnation, which of course found its expression 

at the time of India-Chin~ war in 1962. "Re that as it may. 

To begin with, the main differRnces between the two 

pArtieA to a lArge extent, stemmed from their "dual understan

din~"? of the Indian Nationa1 CongresR(INC) ann it.s policies 

over the years. One can trace the roots of "dual understan

ding" of the Congress in early 30s. when the undivided CPI 

under the influence of 11 D1 mi trov thesis" (United Front Strategy) 

had characterised the Indian bourgeoisie as consiAting of two 

win~s called 'rignt~ and 'left'. As the left win~ was consi

dered 'progressive', the partv called for an anti-imperiBlist 

United Front. with the left wing Con~ress membArs. To put 

this thesis int.o practice, the Communists operated within thA 

5.Indradeep Sinha, ~s Struggle ·for Communist Unity, 
__ New .. Delhi., 1905., p.9. 
6.Sudipto Kavira:i,The Slit in the Communist I'llovement (un 

publishen Ph.D. thesis, J.N.U., New Delhi •• 1<::179 p.32. 
?.The TNC WRS unders~ as reprPsenting two conflicting policiA 

postu r>es simul tanP.ou sly, by the Communists are progress ivA and 
reactionary and second, domestic front and ex~nal frnnt. 
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However, since the differences persisted, on the nature of 

independence and the possible path of Indian revolution, a 

delegation of the party comprising of CR Rao, M. Baaavapunnaiah 

Aj oy Ghosh and SA Dang~ visited !'1oscow to seek clarification 

from the CPSU and Stalin. Their Moscow visit enabled them to 

bring out two documents, viz., the Draft Programme and the 

Statement of Policy, which were adopted at the All India 

Conference in October 1951. Added to this was the question of 

Telangana people's struggle on wr··i ch sharp differences in the 

party culminated in the polarisation of two factions, ·particu

larly. in the party unit of Visalandra, Accoreing to P.Sundarayya: 

"History has demonstrated that the inner-party unity 
achieved following the withdrawal of the Telengana 
armed resistance in October 1951 was only formal,super
ficial and temporary, and that the division actually got 
crystallised into two distinct and hostile political 
trends. It was certainly no accident that in the 
Communist Part~split that came about in 1962-63, the 
division in the state party unit of Visalandhra remained 
more or less, of the same character and with the same 
compositfen, as it was during the 1950-51 inner-party 
strife." 

10. P. Sundarayya, Telengana 2eople~ Armed Struggle (1946-51) 
New Delhi., 1985., p.7. 
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Th -:ough the struggle was confin·1ed to only Telengana 

region it had implications on the overall strategy and the 

tactics of the Communist Party. The Party leadership was 

almost divided on the question of withdrawal of struggle in 

the last phase ( 1949-51) ll.ieanwhile in early 50s, the government 

of India made some 'shifts' in its foreign policy. The OPI 

third congress resolution had observed that there were some 

significant changes in the foreign policy of India. It said: 

"the Indian government's denunciation of the atom bomb 
its help in ending the hostilities in Korea, its 4onde
mnation of the tactics of Syngman Rhee, its opposit&on 
to the American move to transform Pakf,tan into a war 
base are helping the cause of peace." 

Similarly, at the domestic front too, the government 

proposed some new policies. It published the draft of the 

Second Five Year Plan which emphasised the building of the 

public sector and implementation of land reforms. Taking 

into account the 'radical mood' of the people, the ruling 
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Congress party adopted, at its A,~di session(AlCC), 

the goal of a "socialistic pattern of society". 12 

In ~Yiew of such changes in the policiew of 
. 13 

~the Congress party, P. Ramamurthy had argued that 

< l ~he National bourgeoisie had been split up into two, 
. ... ..P , • 
\;/'.... ~'\If 

,·. ~~ t~e 'monopolist section standing for out and out colla-

borationist understanding and compromise with imperi

alism and native feudalism, while the other section 

_(presumnably, the Congress) waG opposing imperialism 

~ and feudalism. This line was supported by the ten 
1.0 lO members of the UP state com~ittee led by PC joshi, but 

~ that was rejected by the central committee. 14 This did 
X 
~ not put an end to the internal differences in the party. 

Infact, they got further aggra~ted after the Andhra 

Elections in 1955. The Andhra Elections were taken 

place within a few weeks of the much publicised visits 

of Krusche,, and Bulganin. They praised the 'progressive' 

policies being pursued by the Nehru go,.,ernment, which, 

----~-----------

12. 

13. 

14. 

Apart from inclusion of •socialism' as the goal to 
be achieved·in the preamble of the constitution and 
the directi~e principles of state policy in·Dece.\954, 
a pledge was made at the Congress party's Avadi session 
in Jan. 1955 to the effect that the party would 
work towards that goal. 

New Age , July 18 , 1 9 54 • 
"Resolution of the CP Document" and the Report of 
the CPI to the IV Party Congress. 

\ 
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ineffect, created confusion within the ranks and among 

the followers of the CPI itself. The party's strength 

in the assembly was diminished. 15 

It was in that background that the fourth party 

Congress was con~yened in Palgha t (Kerala) in 1956. 

Mainly there were two drafts which were placed in the. 

C'ongress. The CC which met on the e.,re of Congress to 

sum up the i~~er party discussion made some concessions 

to the draft which satisfied those who had placed the 

·:.alternate draft. It incorporated the strategic objectives 

of 'people's democracy' and the front led by the working 

class. The alternate draft was withdrawn. But the resUlt 

was that a section of the leadership16 which was earlier 

supporting the CC draft could not agree to the amended 

draft, and thus, mo~red their own resolution (alternate) 

at the eongress. The alternate resolution concluded: 17 

---~---~~---------

15. The results of the election pro.,red that· the CPI 
paid hea"t•ily for its failure to take ad~·antage 
of the left-ward trend in India!.s foreign policy 
and the Indo-so .. riet amity. The strength of the 
CPI was dropped from 48 seates ~o 15 in a House 
of 196 in 1955. (Ref. The Resolution on the Andhra 
Elections, harch 1955) 

16. This section included PC Joshi, CR Rao, RN Reddy, 
SS Yusuf, HK Vya.s, LR Kamalakar, Bhowani Sen, 
Somanath Labri, K. Damodaran and Ramesh Chandra. 

17. Documents of the IV party Congress ~ Palghat. 
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"The direction of the policy of the ruling 
class has begun to change from what it in the 
past was, on the whole, policies of compromise 
with imperialism and feudalism. The old policies 
are now being replaced by policies of firmer 
opposition to imperialist and feudal elements." 

Though this resolution was defeated at the party 

congress it recei~red the support of one third of the dele

gates attending the congress. And thus, the process of 
I 

polarisation of too factions started in Palghat itself. 
I 

Meanwhile, the 1957 elections ga~~ an impressi~e ~ictory 

to the C.i?I lh.i Ker-alf)t. And the party also emerged as the 

second largest party in the country, both in terms of 

votes and seats. This had boosted the party image thro

ughout the country. As a result, the differences in 

the party had gone underground. 18 

It is interesting to note that both the CPSU 

and the C.PC were openly ad ... yocating that Nehru go~ernment 

was purs'liing progress1~re policies and those. required 

support from all democratic forces. Incidentally this 

---~--~---~~~---

18. ibid •••• 
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happened at a time when the Congress party was conspiring 

against the Communist ministry in Kerala, for the latter 

had offered an altArnati~e set of policies in the field 

of agriculture, education, police and social relations. 

lilhate~rer might be intentions and interests of those 

parties (CPSU and CPC) their interference cost hea~ily 

the Communists at home. Because by the end of 1959, 

the Kerala Ministry was dismissed. The Congress Party 

was instrumental in organising the socalled liberation 

movement with the collaboration of communal and casteist 

forces. This act~ot the Congress party exposed its 

nature and attitude towards the 'left', especially the 

CPI. 

Meanwhile the fifth congress of the party held 
I 

in 1958 in Amritsar (Punjab) reiterated the aim of "the 
' 

achie·uement of power by the working class, establiahement 

of people's democracy led by the working class. However, . 
since the differences were still pre~yailing in the party, 

the organisational report of the party congress had to 

say~ 

"Di~rergent and conflicting ideas ha~e grown 
among different comrades about the decision 
of the 20th congress of the CPSU, about the 
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implications of the possibility of peaceful 
transition to socialism. After the General 
Election, the Kerala State committee adopted 
a resolution trying to link our success in 
Kerala and formation of Govt. there with the 
broader ~iew of peaceful transition •••• Some 
comrades e~ren dispute such basic concepts of 
Marxism-Leninism as the dictatorship of the 
proletariat being assential for the building 
of socialism •.••••••• "19 

On the e~re of the sixth congress of the party 
I 

in 1961 , serious differences de-,,eloped inside the party • 

As a result, there were two Draft programmes and two 

Draft Resolutions before the congress. 20 While the 

majority resolution took positi-,pe attitude towards the 

Congress party, the minority resolution of the 21 NC 

members took nega tbre attitude towards the Congress • 
• 

A split was, howe .. ~er a.,,oided by making the political 

report and speech of the General Secretary, Ajay Ghosh, 

the basis for amending the political resolution. 

It was no doubt a compromise-congress and all 
• 

the ideological-political differences which di~ided the 

--------------
19. Organisational Report of the V ~arty Congress, .1958. 
20. Ajay Ghosh stated that the differences were revolved 

around, Nos cow statement, political and economic 
situation in the country and immediate tasks before 
the party. (Ref. Ajay Ghosh Report to the VI party 
Congress (Vijayawada) 
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party (informally) remained unresol'~red. The only 

unity that was achie~ed was with regard to the broad 

tactics that were to be adopted in the elections to 

come. The party went to the electoral field with the 

slogan of breaking the Congress monopoly of power. 

Meanwhile, Ajay Ghosh died and the National Council 

which met for the re,riew of elections had again two 

draft re~iews for discussion, one prepared by B~upesh 

Gupta and second, by PC Joshi. 

It was at the .juncture, the India-china war 

erupted due to border dispute. Prior to that, the 

CPC came out with two articles 21 criticising the 

Indian bourgeoisie as "comprador" and Nehru as a 

"Puppet" , thus making the state of Indian re,rolution 

•anti-imperialist'. Uf course, the party leadership 
• 

(CC) had rejected that position. Meanwhile, the go.,ern

ment of India had launched an attack on a section of 

leadership, which appeared somewhat "pro-Chinese", and 

put some leaders in prision. The party leadership, 

----~--------------

21. On Nehru's Philosop~l:., More on Nehru's Philosophy. , 
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predominantly led by Dangeits, did not protest as it 

could ha-,re done. As a rna tter of fact, the Dangei t 

leadership found it appropriate tin1e to dissol .. ·e the 

'leftiDt 1 dominated State Councils in Punjab and W .Bengal, 

Another important issue which exposed the leadership 

was the question of lifting of the emergency after the 

India-China border clashes had ended. Not only did 

the party leadership not press for the lifting of emer

gency but Dange made a statement that in·his opinion, 

the emergency should continue. 22 

What can be inferred from these de~elopments is 

that the party leadership was uncomfortable with activi-

ties of the 'leftists' inside the party, for their "pro

Chinese" stand on the question of border conflict and 

their "anti-Congress posture". In such a situation some 

attempts made by M. Basa~punnaiah, apart from others, 

to keep the party united met with no euccess. 23 

------------~----

22. SA Dange made a statement in the meeting of the 
General Council of AITUC in June, 1963. 

23. MB made some suggestions regarding the dissolution· 
of new POCs in Bengal and Punjab and withdraw enquiry 
commission against'leftists. {Ref, Threat to party 
Unity and How to a~ert it by MB). 
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As a result, the final countdown began when the 

32 members of NC staged a walk out from the meeting on 

11th April 1964. The 32 members made an appeal to the 

entire party membership to struggle against "revisionist 

factionalism and renunciation of re~olutionary traditions" 

which are characteristics of "SA Dange and his group". 24 

The polarisation of leaders and cadres which started 

nearly a decade preceeding the split had crystallised 

when the Tenali (AP) con,rention was held on 7th July · 

1964. vlhile hoisting the flag, Muzzaffar Ahamed, a 

founder member of the undi,rided CP 1 said; "let us pledge 

to build a real Communist party". 25 

Following the Tenali convention, the 'leftist' 

faction held its se~enth congress in October 1964 at 

Calcutta and elected P. Sundarayya as the founder-General 

Secretary of the party. The declaration of the congress 

said: 

--~-----------

24. Appeal of the 32 members, from Resolutions of Tenali 
con~ention the CPI., p.2. 

25. ibid., p.3. 
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"This Congress is thus the end of the first stage 
of the struggle against the bourgeois-reformist 
policies and d tsrupti-.re organisational practices 
adopted by the Dange group."26 

The rightist faction held its party Congress at 

Bombay, j_n December 1964. The CPI formula ted its 

programma tic understanding in the following mann-er. 

The Indian state is a-state of the national 

bourgeoisie as whole~ It has strong links with landlords 

who are at the helm of affairs at local and state le~e1. 

The ruling classes aro interested in anti-imperialism, 

anti feudali.sm and de"\Telopmen t of independent Capital ism, 

The Socialist aid is essential for independent economic 

growth as it is a crucial force aiding &he completion 

of the National Democratic Revolution. The National 

Democratic Front, will be led by , ' , 'neither working 

class nor bourgeoisie exclusi-.Tely, and it consists of 

all the patriotic classes, except big bourgeoisie and the 

land-lords. 27 

----------------------
26. Resolution of the Calcutta Congress (CP Pub: 

NBA, Calcutta) Oct., 1~64. p.6. 

27. From the programme of the CPI, adopted at its 
Bombay Congress. Dec., 1964. 
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Howe~r€}:", according to the leftist faction ° 

30 

(later, CPI(M)) the Indian state is a state of bourgeois

landlord coalition led by the big bourgeoisie, collabo

rates more and more with the multinationals and the 

imperialism. The ruling classes are interested in 

perpetuating their class rule through compromise and 

struggle with both the imperial1sm and the semi-feudalt 

forces. To replace the present ruling classes the 
I 

Peoples Democratic Front led by the working class( -· 

has to be formed. The core and the basis of the People's 

Democratic Front is the firm alliance of the working 
• 

class and the peasantry ha~ .. ing allies in intellectuals 

and national bourgeoisie. The party while supporting 

the socialist aid said that it enables the bourgeoisie 

to r~sist imperialist pressures, has taken a position 

that the bourgeoisie also utilises the socialist aid 

for bargaining with the imperialism. 

Comparision of these two programmatic understand-

ings suggests that the two paarties were actually at 

28. From the Programme of the C PI (N) adopted at its 
Calcutta Congress in October 1964. 
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poles apart, particularly due to their differences on 

the question of nature of ruling class and leadership 

of the re~olution. Apart from this, the discussion 

on the split corroborate a fact that the parties were 

formed because of ideological factors, not the external 

factors. Of course, the external factors like, Indo

So"''riet relations, Sino-Indian rift and Sino-Sowiet rift 

had aggra"\'18. ted the split. That is to say, they were 

not actual causes for the split. In this regard, 

Dr. Ka ..... iraj 29 had rightly argued that the external 

factors, especially the Sino-Indian rift could not be 

attributed as a cause for the split, though it provided 

an occasion. In otherwords, reading too much from 

either the Sino-so~iet rift or Sino-Indian rift, as 

was done by Victor Fic,3° indeed, leads to misunder

standing of the Indian Communist mo~ement as a whole, 

and the split in particular. 
Q. 

As matter of fact, it 

is concluded in this study that no single factor per 

se led to the split, rather a combination of ideological, 

-~-----------------

29. Sudipto Ka·niraj op. cit. 

30. Victor XVI Fie., op. cit. 



strategic and tactical factors at the domestic and 

external fronts led to a situation where the split 

had become ine~ri table. 

II 

32 

Following the split in the party, the go~ernment 

of India laQ~ched a country-wide attack on the CPI(M) 

arrested many of its leaders and cadres and issued a 

'white-paper' indicting them for their alleged anti

national 'pro-Chinese' acti~yi ties during the course of 

Sino-Indian border war. This happened on the e~e of 

midterm elections in Kerala in 1965. While the CPI 

had joined the Congress alongwith RSP on the basis of 

'white paper' and comgaigned against the CPI(M) in an 

attempt to deri~e some electoral benefits in the Kerala 

election. The CPI(N) was portrayed as an anti-national. 

The Party had to fight the election alone. The result 

was undisputed .. 7ictory of the CPI (M) which secured the 

largest number of seats in ~he Assembly, where as the 

CPI lost deposits in many constituencies. The CPI(M) 

in alliance with Socialists formed its United Front 

Ministry in Kerala, which did not last longer as the 

Congress party once again succeeded in tofpling the 
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ministry. The CPI later on admitted that:3 1 

"We o~erestima ted our strength and underestimated 
the capacities of the ri .... al party as well as t:be 
Cbngress and the Kerala Congress. We failed to ' 
correctly anticipate the impact of Go .. .-ernment 
repressions against the CPM, which angered the 
masses and led them to .. .-ote in large number, 
for the ri., .. al party candida tea, especially the 
detenues amongst them ••• We failed to carry th6 
political-organisational ideological issues in""ol
,,ed in the party split to the basic Communist 
masses. The failure enabled'the CPM to draw 
these masses towards themsel .. .-es and paint us as 
' pro-congress' ... 

Meanwhile, the country was forced into a military 

confrontation with ~akistan. While the CPI's stand, on 

the Indo-Pak war, of defeating the Pakistan coincided 

with that of the Congress and 'rightists', the CPI(M) 

appealed for negotiations with the Pakistan go~ernment.32 
I 

The Indo-Pak war, on the one hand, '.had increased miseries 

of the people as on the other hand the state of economy 
• 

during the period ( 1965-67) was "'1.-ery gra .... e due to the . 
failures and setbacks under the third Ff...-e year plan. 

During this period, the pressures by Indian and foreign 

monopolists on the go"'!•ernment had enormously grown • 
• 

In June 1966, de .. .-alua tion of the Indian rupee took 

-------------------
31. From the Documents of the VIII Congress of the 

CPI, 1965. 

32. ibid. 
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pilace at the dj_ctates of the world bank. The exports 

had fallen while payments for imports had increased, 

aggra~~ting thus the pressure on foreign exchange 
' 

reser~e. In short, economy had been brought to the 1 

brink of ruin in addition to causing great natural 

humiliation. 

This was a time when the non-congress parties 

including the CPI(M) and samyukta Socialist Party(SSP) 

decided to wage a political struggle against the Congress 

regime. The opposition unity was e<trident in their action 

on the issues like, ci~Til liberties, price rise and 

later on, the electoral adjustments. This de~elopment 

pa~Ted the way for unification of the opposition forces 

in the fourth General ~lections in 1967. The opposition 

parties put up a united struggle against the Congress 

in the elections. As a result, the monopoly of the 

Congress had been greatly undermined, and indeed shaken 

to its foundation by the elections. The Congress was 

defeated in eight out of sixteen states that went to 

polls and the post-election situation saw the emergence 
• 

of nine non-Congress gO'fTernments ruling o.,-,er a population 

of 300 million out of 500 million. 
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The political significance and impact of the emer-

gence of the non-Congress go,·ernments after the elections . 
was .. ~iewed by the CPI as: 

"This de,·elopoent has gi .. ~en great confidence to 
the masses, brought the~ closer in defending and 
ad,Ta.ncl:..g their cause. It has helped the process 
of unity of left and deQocratic forces. After 
the elect,ons, emergence of non-congress go,rts. 
ha~e gi -,ren a great fillip to the forces that make 
for the national democratic re~olution. The adop
tion of the common minimum prograrr.me by the popular 
non-eongress go~ts. and their policies and acti~ 
,ri ties in the interest of the masses ha.,re put the 
question of al terna ti·ne policy and programme 
sharply to the forefront."33 

It is e~ident from this that the CPI had to shed 

ita earlier attitude towards the right parties, and 

-,dewed the debacle of Congress as posi ti~ and the 

party had e,ren shared power with right parties like 

Jana Sangh and Swatantra in a few states namely, Punjab, 

Bihar and UP. It also joined the CPI(l-'1) dominated 

W.Bengal and Kerala ministries. 

The CPI (M) , on the other hand, took a position 

of not joining any ministry where it could not assert 

---~----------

33. ibid •••••• 
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its political stand. The party declined the offer to 

join these ministries but, it was prepared to offer its 

cooperation to these non-eongress go~ernments within 

certain limits. As a result, the party joined only in 

two states namely, Kerala and W.Bengal on the ground 

that, these two coalition ·go•..ernments were of a "leftist 
I 

political complexion and where therefore, the possibility 

of using the go,.rernments as instruments of struggle in 

the hands of the people was brighter than any where else."34 

This is how the two parties understood the non-Congress 

go~rnments differently. Accordingly, while the CPI 

remained in the coalition governments in Bihar, Punjab 

and UP until they were toppled, the CPI(M) enjoyed power . 
in only Kerala and W.Bengal. The two parties, howe~er, 

had tried unsuccessfully to resist the mo,.res of the central 
\ 

go,.rernment in dismissiug the W. Bengal ministry. 

It is in this backdrop, that the midterm elections 

in the four states namely, W. Bengal, UP, Bihar and Punjab 

were held in February 1969. In the elections the Congress 

----~---~~-----

34. EMS Namboodripad, Crisis into Chaos op. cit., p.100. 
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party once again suffered a setback since it failed 

to come back to power in these states The 14 party 

alliance in W .Bengal won a resounding ~ric tory. In 

Bihar the Congress lost hea~ily. And so was the case 

with Punbab, where Akalidal gained 17 seats more than 

what it secured in 1967. In UP, the Congress though 

impro~ed its position, failed to get an absolute 

majority. In a sense the poll results disappointed 

the Congress, which inturn led to an intensification 

of the crisis in the Congress party. The failure of 

the Congress in the 'mini General Elections' led to 

a ... irtual split when the Indira Gandhi faction flouting 

the majority decision of campaigning for N. Sanji~ 

Reddy, supported VV.Giri in the presidential election. 

Following the defeat of official (Congress) candidate 

an intense tussle took place between the two groups 

leading to the forw~tion of two Congresses namely, 

Congress(R) and Congress(O). The split of ruling party 

howe~er had its impact on the opposition in general 

and left parties in particular. 

The two parties' perception of the left-oriented 

political strategy of Indira Gandhi underwent some change. 
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These parties, reacted to the split35 differently, 

though they supported the candidature of v.~. Giri 

in the Presidential election. The CPI in its Cochin 

congress in 1971 , welcoming the de'!•elopments at the 

agrarian, industrial and economic fronts had char&ota.r

ised the 'Congress split' as "qualitati.,.,.e nature". 

The report stated that: 

"The split in the Congress reflected the ad'!•ance 
of the process of differentiatiOn in the Indian 
capitalist class to a quali ta tiuely new le,rel, 
the bulk of the pro-imperialist, pro-monopolist, 
pro-feudal and anti-people and antidemocratic 
forces ha~ing gone with the Syndicate under the 
leadership of Nijalingappa, Morarji Desai, 
Kamaraj, C.B. Gupta and s.K. Patil. But at the 
same time there remained in Indira Gandhi's 
camp many vacillating and reactionary elements 
to obstruct the radicalisation of the organization 
as well as progress!~ measures. The Prime 
Minister her self stuck to the centrist polition."36 

The C PI's o-.•erenthuslasm o-..er the Congress split 

led it to cooperate ''~i th the Congress (R) led by Indira 

----------------------
35. Both the parties used to base their strategy and 

tactics on a split in the ruling party and tend 
to find themsel'!Tes on ei thers ide of the split 
most of the time. (Ref. K.N. Pannikker (ed), 
Prospects of left Unity) p.7. 

36. Prom the Documents of the tenth Congress of the 
CPI, 1~'?1. 
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Gandht in order to fight the 'rightist syndicate and 

other 'reactionary' fo·~ces. Accordingly, the party had 

reevaluated its tactical line in the light of "shift" 

in the Congre~s policies. This facilitated the party 

to re .. rerse its "pro-Congress" line when the party 

justified its eletoral alliance with the Congress(R).37 

Interestingly, on the otherside, the CPI(M) too 

supported the •progressive; policies like, nationalisa-

tion of big banks, radical land reforms, curbs on mono-

polies etc., apart from Indira Gandhi sponsored v.v. Giri 

in the presidential election. But unlike the CPI, the 

CPI(M) had not magnified the pro~reasi'l·e nature of the 

Congress party. Nor it campaigned in fa~our of the 

Congress. The party while merely supporting the abo"re 

mentioned policies started launching its campaign against 

the Congress party in general. Infact, the CPI(M) had 

maintained its anti-Congress posture and Cooperated with 

other non-Congress parties. This anti-Congress stance 

of the party was not liked by the CPI on the ground 

that the progressi .. •e nature of the policies of the 

ruling Congress required the support of left parties, 

----------~--------

37. ibid ••••• 
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which was to defeat the efforts of right opposition 

38 parties. As a result, the two parties were once 

again pitted against each other leading to worsening ~ 

of their mutual rela tiona on the e·ne of mid term elec-

tiona to the Lok Sabha in 1971. 

M 
Owing to the splitjthe Congress party, Indira 

Gandhi led Congress(lV lost its majority in the Lok 

Sabha. This necessitated the midterm elections. On 

the heels of her '~~ictory' in Bangladesh war and due to 

her progressi~·e postures and populist slogan (Garibi Y.. 

Hatao), the Congress {R) won the elections with a big 

majority. The CPI wa.s an important electoral ally of 

the Congress (li). The party worked out its strategy 

at its CEC meeting in 1970 focussing its main fire at 

hhe 'right reaction'. The party's task was fulfilled 

when the Congress defeated the 'right reaction' in 

the assembly elections in Orissa, Tamil Nadu and W.Bengal 

in 1972. The CPI felt that the significance of the 

election results lies not only in the rout of 'Grand 

Alliance' but in the tremendous fillip it has gi~~n 

to the country's broad democratic mo~ement.39 

--~-------------

38. E~S Namboodripad, Crisis into Chaos., op. cit.,p.108. 

39. ibid •••• 
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In contrast, the CPI(M) was neither an electoral 

ally of the Congress(R) nor that of the "Grand Alliance". 

The party had fought 1971 and 1972 elections alone. 

The CPI (r1) described the elections as the ~~ictory of 

"one of the two reactionary corr,bina tiona". The party 

while maintaining its anti-Congress stance had been 

able to win more seats than other opposition parties 

in the 1ok Sabha. And in the as se wbly elections too, 

the party secured many seats but not majority, particula

rly in W .Bengal when the CPI (M) approached the CPI to 

seek its cooperation to form the non-Congress government, 

the CPI declined the offer, and infact, emphasised that 

for t~e purpose of left and democratic unity it was 

essential to unite with the Congress. 40 This underst

anding of the party led it to align with the Congress 
' 

for its go~Ternmen t in Kerala, whereas in Bihar and 

W.Bengal it lent support to the Congress led ministries. 

During the Achuta Menon led CPI.Congress{R) regime in 

Kerala, the CPI(M) had a tough time. Similarly, in 

W.Bengal after the 1972 \.rigged' elections Siddartha 

Shanker Hay headed the Congress ministry with the support 

--------------
40. ibid ••• p.189. 
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of CPI. The CPI(M) had alone faced onslaughts launched 

by the Congress regime. The Political report of its 

ninth Congress had noted as to how as many as 650 of 

its cadres and acti~ists were murdered in W.Bengal 

alone by "the police and hired goondas of the t.ongress, 

its allies, CPI and the Naxslite bands," besides killing 

another 18 acti~·ists in Kerala. 41 In the pre~ailing 

situation, the CPI(M) exhorted ~hat: 

"all the democratic and left parties, all 
democratic groups and indi"''•iduals to come 
together to battle against the rise of 
f~ist ~remds of one party rule and protect 
ci"''•il rights and democrotic rights of the 
people."42 

Meanwhile, the CPl had made sOme self-criticism 

of its policy in the chapter "some serious shortcomings" 

at its party congress in 1971. But the party did not 

correct its mistakes as was e~ident from its close 

cooperation in running the Kerala min~stry. 

It is pertinent here to throw some light on the 

~axalite mo~~ment as to know how different the two left 

----------------
41. Political Resolution of 9th Congress of the CPI(M) ,1972. 
42. ibid •••• p.61. 
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parties were on this score. As a matter of fact, the 

Naxalbari incident erupted in w.Bengal when the CPI(M) 

was a predominant partner of the coalition ministry and 

it was ~yoti Basu, the state Home Minister who crushed 

the Naxalite ~iolence in 1967. Followin~ the crush of 

'Naxalbari', the CPI(M) adopted two doccuments in its 

party plenum (Madurai) in August 1967. 43 The party 

criticised the Naxalbari struggle as ''ad"renturist" and 

"wrong". 44 It also accused the CPC of res:t;onsible for 

1 ts o"?ert an(: co~·ert support to the Naxali tes. To 

quote EMS NaiTboodripad: 45 

"Not only_ did the Communist party of China 
criticise the'politjcal positions of the 
Cl) 1 (N) ; it ga··e all forms of ideological, 
material and practical help to a group 
within the CPI(M) which rebelled against the 
leadership and formed another political group 
called the Naxalites" 

-~-~~----------~--

43. 

44. 

45. 

'' II ¥ On left Deviation, On Di"!?ergent views Between 
our party and the CPC on certain Fundamental 
Issues! 

Manoranjan Mohanty, Re··olutionary Viole!!_£!, 
New Delhi, 1977, p.55. 

EMS Namboodripad, Crisis into Chaos, op. cit., 
p.85. 
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Later on, party conducted its Burdwan Plenum 

in 1968 to discuss some ideological issues. It adopted 

a resolution entitled "Stand on ideological issues'' 

which rejected the CP8's views on internal conditions 

in India while upholding CPC 1 s position on international· 

issues. In a way the C~I(~) maintained some sort 

of 'neutral' posture. With this, the party had demar-
., 

cated itself froffi the Naxalites who l~ter on formed 

their own party in 1~69. 

According to the CPI, Nartali te acti-.•i ties were 

the result of a "wrong, impatient and im~ature approach" 

to the problems of re .... ·olutionary mo .. ·ement. It admitted 

that the ":ailure of the organised left mo-..ement" and 

in particular its disruption (refertng to the CPI(M)) 

was dri~ing certain sections of the rr.ilitant students 

and youth to the desperate und self defeating course.46 

And thus, the party had taken a critical but persuasi~e 

idelogical and political approach towards Naxalites, 

unlil{e the C.i.JI 0<) which denounced them as "an tisocials" 

in early 70s. The CPI also claimed that it 11 exposed 

--~----------~-----

46. From the Documents of the 9th congress of the 
Cl!I, 1971. 
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and condemned the illegal police reprisals and tried 
-to sa&~e the Naxalites from them."47 

(~ 
Butja matter of fact, the Naxalites and the CPI(M) 

' were pitted against each other in bitter physical fights. 

Biplab Das Gupta had obser~ed that the Naxalites attacked· 

the CPI(M) cadres in early 70s in Calcutta in the same 

way the Si-lra Sena attacked the CPI cadres in Bombay. 4S 

It is in this context, that the attitude of the CPI{M) 

towards the Naxalites differ from that of the CPI. 

Meanwhile, the Naxalite mo·nement was decimated into 

innumerable groups in the last two decades. 

Finally, on the question of JP mo.,.rement the two 

left parties polarised further. The inability of the 

Congress party to appease the masses at all fronts 

e~oked sharp response from the opposition parties. 

Particularly it was the organised working class under 

the leadershlp of apposition led Trade Unions engaged 

itself in united struggles. The growing coordination 

among them reached its climax in the all-India railway 

47. Mohit Sen, CPI's Battle Against Maoism and the 
Naxalites. ~CP pub. N. Delhi., Dec. 1985j 

48. Biplab Das Gupta, The Naxalite Mo~ement, (Calcutta, 1 74) 
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strike in 1-1ay 1974. Ofcourse, the go~ernment carr.e down 

with a hea~·Y hand in suppressing the railway strike. 

Meanwhile the CPI led A!TUC withdrew its support to the 

strike. 49 But, when the ~ocialist party and the section 

of Gandhians who followed Ja1pnakash Narayan extended 

their support to the resistence, the mouement gained 

popular orientation. The ' total re .. •olu tion' that was 

unleashed in this manner rallied the_opponents of 

autoritarianism under one banner and the mo .. ·ement came • 

to be knOi·rn as JP mo"(rement. The main thrust of the JP 

movement was against the growing authoritarianism of 

the ruling Indira Gandhi regime. JP not only mo~ed 

millions of people into struggle but in.,•olved both the 

'right' and 'left' parties under one banner. JP repre-

sented a trend which was leftist and populist in charcter. 

His being the leader of the popular opposition movement 

was of particular ~alue for those who were interested 

in the struggle against the Congress regime. The JP 

movement in fact agitated the ruling party which in 

turn denounced JP as an 'agent of CIA',. The Congress's 

ally the CPI, had gone a step ahead and called the JP 

mowement a 'fascist mo~ement•. 50 The CPI had putup 

49. From the Documents of the CPI(M) 's 10th Congress 
in 1978. 

50. From the documents of the CPI's 10th party Congress,'75. 
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an anti-JP mo~rement in Bihar and elsewhere so as to tune 

with the So~riet party line. On the contrary • the CPI (M) 

ga~e limited and conditional support to the JP movement, 

especially in the intial period. Later on, the party 

had admitted that its ~acillation and hesitation were 

due to their failure to notice the main thrust of the 

JP was against the growing authoritarianism of the ruling 

Congress party.5l This is how the two parties perceived 

the JP mo~ement differently. 

To condlude it, the two parties during the pre-. . 

emergency period achie .. red no unity o~en in their actions 

on comrron issues. Because, these parties while pressing 

for left and democratic unity in words acted contrary in 

deeds. Not that the two parties were sectarian and so 

funct~oned independently. But, the objective compulsion 

led to their di.suni ty. To be specific, while the CPI ' 

was identified with the Congress the'CPI(M) was ·isolated !rom 

all the opposition parties, for its half-hearted attitude 

towards these parties, particularly in W.Bengal in early 

70s. Such a di~ergence in their perception of objecti~e 

situations led them to take two parallel lines on the 

e,•e of imposition of emergency in 1975. 

-----------------
51. EI•1S Namboodripad, Crisis into Chaos, op cit. p.136 



CHAP.rER III 

THE JANATA PHASE (1277-80) 

The year 1~ represent~ a landmark in the evolu

tion of Indian polity. The Lok Sabha elections held 

in that year had changed the political landscape of the 

country. One party dominance of the Indian National 

Congress was ended for the first time in the history 

of independent India. The ,,.oting pattern in the 

elections altered the basic structure of the party 

system. The one party dominance system was replaced 

by the nebulous two party system. 

The Congress partv had never tasted defeat on 

this scale. The Congress which received its main support 
I 

from the Hindi-speaking region had to draw blank. Bven 

the Prime Minister Indira Gandhi was defeated from her 

native constituency. These developments dealt a severe 

blow to the Congress party. The electoral outcome did 

not surprise many because the electorate was appalled 

by the phenomenon called "emergency" and gave their 



verdict against the ruling party. Infact, the party's 

debacle started while the emergency rule was under 

implementation. It was during this period that the 

realignment of political forces had taken place. 

Notwithstanding their ~riant political character, 

almost all the opposition parties were unanimous 1n 

opposing the Indira Gandhi-led emergency regime. The 

emergency was such an important issue that 1t rallied 

both the 'Right' parties like Jana Sangh, Swatantra 

and the 'Left' parties like the CPI(M) and CPI(ML) 

under one banner. And again the same emergency rule 

was chiefly responsible for the rise and growth of the 

Janata Party. 1 

Ofcourse there were other issues which also led 

to the debacle of the Congress party. But those were 

insignificant when compared to the importance of the 

-------------.--------
1. In the period of emergency rule, the political 

leaders belonging to the Opposition were imprisoned. 
The jail life had brought those leaders, ranging 
from the Jana Sangh to the CPI(M) at one place. 
Jayaprakash Narayan rallied all such forces which 
were willing to defeat the Congress regime. And 
thus, the emergency pro~ided the Opposition an 
occasion to the formation of Janata party in Feb.1977. 



emergency. The fight against emergency culminated in 

the formation of Janata party, largely due to the 

efforts of Jayaprakash Narayan. The Janata party, a 

conglomeration of four small parties consisting of tre 

Congress(O), Bharatiya Lokdal (BLD), Jana Sangh and 

Socialist party, was formed just before the polls. 

The Janata party in alliance with the Congress for 

Democracy (CFD) led by Jagjivan Ram emerged as an 

alternative to the ruling Congress. The Janata-cFD 

combine had campaigned exclusively against the emergency 

regime. Some of the salient features of the emergency 

rule which angered the masses were, forced sterilization,. 

demolishing slums and huts in Delhi, new acts like, 

Maintainance of Internal Security Act (MISA), Essential 

Services Maintainance Act (ESMA), Pre-censorship of 

the newspapers, Imprisonment of political opponents 

and eo on. If tpis is what the emergency meant for 

the opposition parties, the Communists especially the 

CPI understood it differently. The CPI(M)'s position, . 
however, was decisi~ely against the Emergency. In the 

• 
1977 elections the electorate ga~~e its mandate to those 

parties which opposed the emergency rule. Those who 



had either associated with the anti-emergency struggle 

or fought against Indira Gandhi-le~ Congress were the 

winners in the-electoral contest. The CPI(M) was an 

important beneficiary of the anti-emergency wave, CPI 

which was ambivalent about the emergency was ~~ted 

in the elections. This is how·the two Communist parties 

played different roles till the elections were held. 

An attempt is made in this chapter to explain 

the stand of these two parties on various issues rang

ing from the emergency to the Janata Phase. The chief 

factors which contributed to their divergent att+tudee 

are also examined. How did their divergence manifest 

it self in their mutual relations? What lessons did 

the two parties learn from the electoral outcome? What 

was the significance of the Bhatinda eongress? was 

there any shift in their strategy or tactics in the 

Janata Phase? To what extent these shifts led to the 

normalisation of CPI-cPI(M) relations? What were the 

obstacles which hampered the process of left unity? 
• 

These were a few questions which have been dealt with. 



In the wake of JP movement in 1974 the Prime 

Minister Indira Gandhi percei~ed a threat to her power. 

Her attempts to liquidate the movement met with little 

success. The movement was so powerful that it posed 

a major threat to state power when JP had called upon 

the army and police not to obey the orders of the 
• 

2 government. The main thrust of the JP D10m3ment was 

its concern o~er the phenomena of corruption and autho-

ritarianism of the ruling party. The mo~ment first 

began in Bihar and,later on, spread to Gujarat and other 

states. The JP movement in due course got transformed 

into an anti-Congress political movement. 

On the heels of the Congress defeat in the Gujarat 

\elections3 in June 1975, the Allahabad.High Court unsea

led Indira Gandhi from the Lok Sabha over an election 

d,iapute. The High Court judgement pro~ided an opportu.-
I 

n1\ty to the Oppos1 tion to demand Indira Gandhi' a 
\ __ j 

,, ... _.------~-------

2. raft Political Resolut1on for the tenth party 
ongress o CPl(Mj {CPI(M} Publication: January 1978)p.19 

3. opposition combine called Janata Front defeated 
he Congress party in the elections. This event set 

t end in the entire North India in the emergency 
P\eriod in the name of JP led anti-emergency struggle. 

I 



resignation, atleast until the case was settled in 

Supreme Court. Indira Gandhi saw in these developments. 

a threat to the ruling party and her Prime Ministership, 

in particular. Almost all the opposition parties from 

'Right' to 'Left', except the CPI, joined the fray to 

resist the policies of Indira Gandhi. Faced with such 

a volatile situation in the country, she worked 

strategies of outwitting the opposition. It is in 

this light that the imposition of emergency rule on 

25 June, 1~75 was justified by the Prime Minister. 

The reasons for proclamation of the emergency, accord

ing to Indira Gandhi were: 

"the institution of the Prime Minister is 
important and the deliberate political attempts 
to denigrade it is not in the interest of demo
cracy or of the nation •••• the threat to inter
nal stability ·also affects production and pros
pects of economic improvement •••• the forces of 
disintegration are in full play and communal 
passions are being aroused, threatening our 
unity ••• the nation's integrity demands firm 
action".4 

Unlike the earl1er Prime Minister, Indira Gandhi 

had adopted coerci ,?e methods to silence the o.pposi tion. 

----------------~-

4. Indira Gandhi, "The Reason", Seminar, March 1977, 
New De lh 1. p • 1 2 
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In the emergency period, spanning around twenty months, 

the Congress regime unleashed a reign of terror especi

ally in the Hindi speaking region. Legislation after 

legislation was made so as to suppress dissent and the 

voice of the opposition parties. Civil liberties and 

freedom were curtailed, including the fundamental rights 

of the people. The press was exclusively controlled 

by different means so as to make :i.t another mouthpiece 

of the go~ernment. Ofcourse, the All India Radio{AIR) 
' 

and the Doordarshan were already tuning with the gover

nment. Soli Sorabjee comments on the press censorship 

in the emergency, in the following words: 

"Nothing is to be published that is likely to 
con~ey the impression of a protest or disa
pproval of go~ernmental measures •••• For the 
first two days, there was some semblance of 
opposition from certain sections of the press 
Blank editorials appeared as a gesture of 
protest".5 

On the otherhand, the Prime Minister exhibited 

certain elements of radicalism through her 'progressive' 

-------~-~---~~---

5. Soli Sorabjee, "The emergency, censorship and the 
press in India, 1975-77", Central News Agency 
(New Delhi) p. 3 
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20 point programme along with her son, Sanjay Gandhi's 

5 point programme. It was to be proved later that 

such a radical posture was essential at that time for 

two reasons. One, to gain legitimacy for enforcing 
~ 

emergency rule, second, a corollary to the above to 

contain the growing discontent among the people which 

was being expressed through the anti-emergency struggles 

that was gaining ground. It was such a two-edged 

policy which resulted in different interpretations ot 

the emergency rule, especially by the two Commqnist 

parties. 

The two Communist parties could not make a proper 

assessment of the contradictions in the policies of the 

Congress party during the emergency. Nor could they 

turn the 1 intra-ruling class' conflicts to their advan

tage. While the CPI overemphasised the progressive 

nature of the Indira Gandhi, the CPI(M) underestimated 

the 'bourgeois-landlord' cleavage. To quote the CPI's 

Party Lif!t: 

"The emergency undoubtedly struck a heavy blow 
at the diabolical plans of internal reaction 
and imperialism directed against democracy. 
Together with the Prime Minister's 20 point 
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economic programme, it constituted the democratic 
counter-offensive on a wide front. It held out 
possibilities of a new favourable turn in the 
entire political situation. Progressive, demo-
cratic and patriotic forces, particularly in 6 the Congress and the CPI, were immensely enthused ••• " 

The CPI's understanding flowed from its ideolo

gical analysis of the Congress split. The party viewed 

the split as a fissure in the ranks of the 'bourgeoise' 

between the national anti-imperialist and pro-imperialist 

sections. In concrete terms, Indira Gandhi-led Congress 

represented the national anti-imperialist forces, whereas 

the Congress(O) represented the interest of the pro

imperialist reactionaries. Accroding to the CPl General 

Secretary c. Rajeshwar Rao; 

11 In the present critical situation facing our 
country with its '00,000 members should rise 
like one man and unite with the Congress and 
other democra~ic forces to rout the dark forces 
of reaction". "I 

In contrast, the Central Committee of the CPI(M) 

came out with a call for a "Broad Front of Fighting 

----------~-------
I 

6. 
7. 

~rty Life, May 1976 

C.Rajeshwar Rao, "Emergency and the Communist Party" 
(Pamphlet) CPI Publication: N.Delhi, 1975 
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Peopl~'. Its report stated: 

"The emergency has introduced a qualitatively 
new feature in the political situation. In 
contrast to what has happened in W.Bengal in 
1972, it is not our party alone that is attacked 
but a wider spectrum of Indian society and all 
political parties in opposition to the govern
ment, irrespectbre of their colour. This, 
combined with the deteriorating economic situa
tion, proclaims the possibility of the widest 
possible democratic mo~ement to fight the emer
gency and restore the right·of the lnd1an people. 
This will facilitate the advance of the left and 
democratic forces."8 

However, when the question of anti-emergency 

struggle came, the CPI(M) hesitated to take a forth

right stand in support of the ongoing JP-led movement. 

~his was partly because the party could not understand 

the nature of the confrontation among the :bourgeois 

opposition= parties. Suffice it to quote from its 

Review Report of the tenth congress: 

"In a way these political part1es of former Rl.ght 
opposition were being considered by us as the 
'permanent' enemies, pitching their tents in the 
camp of reaction and counter-revolution. While 

----------------~----

8. CPl(M)'s CC Report, People's Democracy July 1975 
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willy-nilly considering the ruling Congress 
party to have certain basic conflicts and contra
dictions with the Right reactionaries, thus 
virtually conceding a sort of "Centrist• ·position 
to the ruling Congress. History had proved that 
such an assessment of our PB and CC was incorrect. 
(emphasis 1 ts)" 9 

What emerged from the CPI(M)'s understanding of 

anti-emergency struggle was its unwillingness to support . 
the JP led movement, as it represented a 'Rightist• 

trend. Moreo~er, old prejudices against JP owing to 

his anti-communist posture in the past had prevented 

the CPI(M) leadership from making a «reater contribution 

than the party actually did. The party leadership was, 

intact, db,rided on the question of the 'extent and form' 

of support to be given to the populist movement of JP 

in 1974-75 as well as to the anti-emergency struggle.~0 

Fortunately, the CPI(M) changed its stance on 

this score by late 1970s, for the party wanted to be 

in the forefront of the fight against the Congress. 

--~----------------

9. CPI(M) REVIEW REPORT adopted by the tenth congress 
in April 1978 at Jalandhar(Punjab) p.,5 

10. Bhabani Sen Gupta, CPI(M)!_~~OMISES, PROSFCTS, 
PROBLEMS (N.Delhi: Young Asia Publications, 1979) 



This occured at a time when the party had borne the 

brunt of the authoritarianism of the Congress regime, 

especially in Kerala and W.Bengal. The party unit in 

Kerala advocated "the substitution of our accepted 

concept of left and democratic front"with that of a 

"Democratic Front''. 11 In other words, to fight back 

the repression let~loose by the CPI.Congress coalition . 
government, the party needed some political allies. 

Similar feeling was expressed by the W.Bengal group in 

the partyrs Central Committee. The W.Bengal group had 

presented a note asking the PB's rationale behind charac

terising "some political parties as parties of extreme 

Right opposition when the ruling Congress party itself 

has become reactionary and d1ctatorial." 12 That is to 

say, a section of the party leadership had laid emphasis 

on the need for an anti-Congress front. Though initially, 

the PB tended to ignore this section, it had to come 
I 

around the same opnion, later on. The 'shift' in the 

party's stand towards the 'Right' parties was pronounced 

·11. CPI(M) REVIEW REPORT Op. cit. p.26 

12. ibid. p.28 
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by February-March 1977, when the party changed its 

earlier understanding. Therefore, the CPI(M) extended 

greater support to the anti-congress struggle. This 

stance enabled the CPI(M) to embark upon joint actions 

with the opposition parties. The party's Re~iew Report 

noted- that the joint actions in support of the JP lod 

movement had placed it in an "unassailable position". 

To quote from the report: 

"People understood our position as one or general 
support with our own reservations on particulars. 
6ur stand had helped the rank and file of these 
Right parties in JP's Coordination Committee in 
o~ercoming some of the deep prejudices they were 
holding against our party and its political line 
earlier .••l3 

On the otherhand, the CPI continued to uphold its 

'sacred task• of defeating the "Counter~revolution" 

unleashed by the JP led opposition combine. The party 

termed all those forces (namely, Congress(O), BLD, Jana 

Sangh, Socialist party, the CPI(M) etc. ) who were waging 

a common battle to protect the democratic rights, as 

--~-------------

13. ibid. p.43 
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the "counter-re.,.,olutionaries", "Right-reactionaries", 

"Imperialist .. aided feudal lords and monopoly capiliete" 

and the JP's 'total re"''Tolution 1 as the "Faeoist movement". 

As obser~Ted earlier, the CPI' a understanding emanated 

:from its strategic objectbTe of supporting the "rule of 

national bourgeoise" which was committed to an independent 

path of de.,.,elopment, anti-feudalism and anti-imperilism. 

Meanwhile the party did notice an "intra-bourgeois pola

risation" and on this basis decided to continue supporting 

the Congress. This was due to its inadequate read.ing 

of the socia-political situation pre.,.,ailing in the pre

emergency period. As a result, the party had supported 

the progressi.,.,e government of Indira Gandhi assuming 

that it would help in "crushing the forces of right 

reaction" and ga~ the emergency regime a visible and 

durable left-orientation. 14 Accordingly, the CPI suppor

ted the emergency to oppose the 'Right reaction'. This 

led the CPI, along with the .Congress, to .,rote in favour 

of the contro"''Tersial 42nd Amendment to the Constitution 

in the Parliament. 

-------------------
14. New Age, July 6, 1975, "National Emergency and our 

Party's Task" 



The party:s fight against anti-emergency forces 

amounted to supporting the Congress party in a brazen 

manner, which ga~ .. e an impression that it was behind the 

Congress. The party not only continued to support the· 

emergency but also embarked upon mobilising its cadres 

against the opposition parties in Bihar and elsewhere. 

Paradoxically, the emergency helped the 'R1ghtists•. 15 

Given the party-to-party relations between the 

CPI and the CPSU, the stand taken by the CPI on the 

question of emergency was not exceptional rather it 

coincided with that of the CPSU. The so~iet leader 

Brezhev when he 'Iris i ted India had supported the emergency 

rule, which infact, encouraged the CPI to tilt further 

towards the Congress. Ofcourse the CPI admitted this 

in its National Counc11 meeting wherein it criticised 

the 'excesses' during the emergency period: 

"the party is aleo understood to have come to the 
conclusion that it had misjudged Mrs. lndira Gandhi's 
professions of Progressivism merely on the strength 
of pro-Moscow Foreign policy and lip service to 
the poor at home".16 

15. Ouseph Varkey, the CPI-Congress Alliance, Asian 
Sur"1"8y, Sept. , 1 'j"f~ 

1 o. The Statesman_. 2'J December, 1 ':i.f'f 



This is how the two Communist parties moved in 

two parallel directions, meeting nowhere in the political 

spectrum. And so obv1ously, the relations between the 

two parties were at low ebb. Added to this, the two 

parties were engulfed in street battles throughout the 

emergency period, particularly in Kerala which contri

buted to mutual destruction. 17 Though the CPI criticised 

the excesses of the emergency rule, the party did not 

quit the Kerala ministry. The 1977 elections forced 

the party to reassess the CPI-congress relations, 

on the one nand, and the CPI-cPI(M) relations, on the 

other. 

The 197'/ elections inagura ted a new era in the 

arena of CPI-cPI(M) relations. The two parties contested 

elections from two different political camps, one led 

by the ruling Congress party and the other by the Janata 

party. Not only that the two parties suffered s~ere 

losses in the elections but the left mo-.~ement as a whole 

was weakened. And the 'Right' parties like Jana Sangh 

17. CPI~M) Publication, Salkia Plenum, December 1978 
p. 1 • 
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BLD and Congreas(O) enhanced their strength in the 

Parliament. In other words, Janata party, comprising 

of 'rightist' and 1 leftist' parties benefitted the 

most at the cost of both the Congress and the left 

parties. The two left parties were represented in 

two opposite camps and so the election outcome affected 

them disproportionately. That is to say, that the CPI 

was the biggest loser, ita strength in the Lok Sabha 

was reduced from 23 to 7 seats and its votes from 4.8~ 

to 2.82%. The seven seats it won were from Kerala and 

Tamil Nadu where the party had an alliance with the 

Congress and other parties. The party drew a blank in 

its strongholds, particularly in Bihar. The election 

results clearly indicates that due to its proximity 

with the Congress. 

The National Council(NC) of the CPI e~aluated the 

election result and admitted that the party had suffered 

a "seriou~ setback ••• in the greater part of the country", 

and that its mass base had been "considerably, though 

temporarily, eroded in some placee". 18 

~-----~~------

18. Resolution of the NC, 3-6 April, 1977 pp. 13-19 
(CPI Publication: New Delhi) 



On the otherhand, the CPI(M) while retaining ita 

support base and electoral strength in the Lok Sabha, 

emerged "''ictorioue in the Assembly elections held in 

W .Bengal and. Tripura. The party led the two left front 

governments without the support of the CPI. With thie, 

the CPI(M) became the largest Communist party in the 

Parliament and outside. 

While the CPI(M) impro"'~d its position in the 

electoral battle, its longterm goal of e~olving a left 

and democratic alternati,re remained to be fulfilled. 

But to nchie~e this goal, both the left parties had to 

come closer. Since the two parties contested elections 

against each other the prospects of coming closer appeared 

bleak. Nevertheless th~ electoral outcome did teach 

some lessons to the CPI as it suffered the most. As a 

result, the CPI had to realise the damage it suffered 

in the elections, as is e~ident from its political 

review report which said: 

"Our party lost because it was temporarily on its 
wrongside of mass ~ote, as the dominant popular 
urge to get rid of the Congress Government".19 

--~-----------------

19. Documents of the ele"'~nth congress of the CPI, p.BO 
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This de~lopment facilitated the two parties to 

reassess their relations. Their recognition had some 

significance in the sense that the two parties would 

come closer. As a preliminary step in thi.s direction 

the CPI withdrew its general support to the Congress 

party. Further, the two parties initiated a debate to 

explore the possibilities or hammering out their differ-

ences amicably. 

II 

After ha~ring pursued parallel and sometimes 

conflicting paths throughout the emergency period, the 

two left parties reached Punjab in April 1978 to hold 

their party congresses. The CPI held its eleventh 

congress at Bhatinda. It is significant to note that 

the CPI admitted its mistakes in supporting the emergency 

rule in review of activities. The party, howe~er, attri

buted its mistakes to its :departure' from its programmatic 

understanding. Rajeshwar Bao said: 

"As a matter of fact, the mistakes committed 
during the period of emergency were due to a 
departure from the party programme, in parti
cular relation to the Indian bourgeoise."20 

20. c. Rajeshwar Rao, "Continuing Validity of party 
programme", New Age, April 30, 1978 
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And therefore, the party did not alter its programmatic 
21 understanding. The CPI, howe-,~er, enumerated the reasons 

and circumstances for supporting the emergency and Indira 

Ghandhi in its political review report at the Bha tinda , · 

congress. The report said: 

"the extremely complicated situation preceding 
the proclamation of the emergency warranted 
more prudence on the part of the party. But 
the party rushed to support the emergency. 
This was due to the mistaken understanding that 
a split had taken place between the anti-imperia
list, democratic section~ of the bourgeoise on 
the onehand, and the pro-imperialist moet react
ionary, pro-monopoly, pro-landlord, anti-communist 
sections on the other, and that the emergency 
could be used to bring about progressive shift 
in the correlation of forces and state power in' 
a national democratic direction. The progressive 
potentialities of the national bourgeoise and 
Indira Gandhi government and the capacity of the 
party and other democratic forces to·bring about 
these shifts in the situation were overestimated. 
The Party's support to the emergency was wrong 
from the beginning".22 

Two amendments to the political resolution were 

rejected in the~ongrees. The first amendment to be 

rejected stated that the party's initial support to the 

--~~-~----~~------

21. ibid. 

22. CPI Political Review Report, (New Age: April y, 19'/8) 



emergency was unavoidable. 23 Another amendment sought 

to reject the assessment of the National Counc~l draft 

that the party was following a broadly correct poli*Y 

till the latter part of the year 1974. The amendment 

sought to change this assessment to say that the line 

followed by the party since 1969 contained the seeds 

of subsequent mistakes. 24 

The CPI(M) held its tenth congress at Jalandhar 

in April 1~f/8. Unlike the CPl, the CPI(M) viewed the 

success of the Janata party as a positi~ de~elopment. 

The political resolution adopted at the party congress 

attached greater importance to the defence of parliamentary 

4emocracy and democratic rights and liberties and to 
0 

the struggle against authritarianism. According to 

Bhabani Sen Gupta, the CP!(M) was the only political 

group in India which, as far back in 1972, anticipated 

the authoritarian regime of lndira Gand.hi, but it could 

-----~-~-----------

2,. This amendment was rejected by 403 to 713 votes, 
7 abstained. For details, see New Age, April Y, 1978 

24. This amendment was also turned down by 232 to 774 votea. 



hardly forsee that the democratic etruggle would be 

spearheaded by a major segment of the "bourgeois--land

lord ruling class", itself. Further he said that what 

was being witnessed in India then was not merely a 

crisis of the "bourgeois-landlord political syetem", 

but also the "sharpest e<t:rer conflict within the ruling 

class". These conflicts made it poseible for the CPI (M) 

to do"Velop "broad and wide resistance to the emergency_ 

and dictatorial rule". The democratic "bourgeois-landlord" 

parties, i.e. the Janata coalition, continued to play 

an important role in the struggle for democracy and 

against dictatorship, a struggle that would be marked 

by many ""Vacillations and changeo.,.,ers" from one camp 

to another. 25 

The CPI (MJ poei tion underlined the fact that there 

was no alternative to Janata rule if the authoritarian ' 

forces were to be kept at bay. The party has consistently 
• 

upheld the task of the struggle for democracy. Howe.er, 

the party on its own could not fulfil the task as its 

--~-~-~----~------

25. Bhabani Sen Gupta Op. cit. 



strength was ~ery limited. And so it saw A potential 

ally in the Janata party to fight against the Congress 

party, notwithstanding the inconsistencies 1n Janata 

party. 

More o-wer the CPI (M) pro~ridod cogent arguments to 

support i te posi tbre attitude towards the Janata govern

ment. It was based on its understanding of the maesea 

and their unpreparedness in the fight against the bour~ 

geois parties. The authoritarian dictatorship had been 

removed owing to the electoral defeat of the Congress 

and the restorati<>n of cbril liberties and democratic 

rights. But the anti-emergency struggle and the electo-. 
ral ~ictory did not lead to a shift in the balance of 

forces "in fa~~our of the working class" , and thus, the 

masses were still under the influence of bourgeois 
26 parties. In other words, the objective conditione 

are not there for the left parties to lead the masses. 

In December 1978, the CPI(M) held its party Plenum 

in Salkia (W.Bengal) to discuss its organisational probleme. 27 

-------~------~-----

26. The Statesman, July 26, 1978 

27. Documents of the Salkia Plenum, published in 
People's Democracy, Jan-Feb issues (1979) 
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The party reiterated its support to the Janata party, 

keeping in ,riew of i te long term goal. To be more 

specific, the CPI(M) in the pursuit of its Plenum 

objecti~e of expanding its base in the Hindi-speaking 

region, wa."lted to maint~in its cordial relationehip ·, 

with the Janata party which appeared to be an alterna

tive to the Congress i~ the region. Following the 

Salkia Plenum, there were some changes in the party 

set up. First, the party office was shifted from 

Calcutta to New Delhi. Second, a decision was taken 

to transform the party into "mass based", rather than 

"cadre based" party. And third, P. Sundarayya was 

replaced by EMS Namboodiripad as the General Secretary , 

of the party. These changes enabled the party leaderehip 

to adopt a more flexible appronch which wae necessary 

for expanding its base in the Hindi-speaking region. 

In wiew of these factors the party was unwilling to 

sever its ties with the Janata party. 28 The party 

maintained its anti-congress poeture e~en though the 

Congress was now in opposition. This was basically 

--~-~---~~--------

28. It is said that P. Sundarayya had, infact, resigned 
from the'PB and General Secretary because of hie 
disappro~al of the pro-Janata stance of the major1t1 
in the PB. For details, oeo Marxism Today (N.Delhi), 
August 1 986 • 



due to the fact that the Congress continued to represent 

authoritarian trends though with denuded strength. The 

CPI(M) Draft Political Resolution said: 

"The Lok Sabha and State Assembly elections shoved 
that the Congress which had imposed emergency on 
the country had considerable strength among the 
people. The loss or seats by the Congress in 
the Lok Sabha elections was o~t of proportion 
to its electoral strength. E""'en then it secured 
150 seats in the Lok Sabha. It also controls 
the majority in the Rajya Sabha."29 

Contrary to this, the CPI percievod the Janata 

party as the dangerous, for it predominantly represents 

the rightist trend due to the presence of old Jana sangh 

in it. Though the CPI had given up its ~ormal alliance 

with the Congress, except in Kerala, it still persisted 

with an anti-Janata line. This remained an important 

obstacle in the path of normalisation of their relations 

even after the Bhatinda Congress set the trend. 

Howe,rer, in the post-Bhatinda pa.riod, both the 

parties decided to initiate united actions on common isauea. 

-------------------
29. CPI(M} Draft Political Resolution 1 tenth congress, 

Jan.1 ~76 p.20 



it was decided that there should be a coordinating body 

to settle the disputes concerning joint actions. And 

thereby to strengthen the left mo~ement as a whole through 

resol~,.ing the dirferencee across the table, a Central 

Coordination Committee (CCC) was set up in April 1978.'0 

But the relatione between the two parties remaiaed 

strained, no~withstanding the Bhatinda spirit and the 

formation of the CCC. This was partly because there 

were no attempts made by either party to remove the 

ideoldgical differences. And more importantly, the 

· CPI did not change its understanding of the Congress 

as well as the Janata parties. As a result, the CPI 

did not extend support to the Janata led go~rnmente 

in states and at the Centre. 

The CPI press during the period 1978-80 indicates 

that the party aimed its attack more at the Janata party 

~-~----------------

30. On April 13, 1Y78 at Ajay Bhawan(CPl). a formal 
meeting was held between the leaders of two parties 
and a joint Communique issued. 



than at the Congress. The CPI was reluctant to support 

any of the J ana ta policies, instead it cho9e to cri tise 

the CPI(M) for i~s support of the Janata party. In an 

attempt to justify its stand the party General Secretary 

Rao said: 

''The couatry can no longer be saved e1 ther by 
continuation of Janata party rule or by restora
tion o~ Congress rule. It can be salvaged only 
by bringing about structural changes in the 
state power at the Centre, that ie, by a left 
and democratic national alternative power 
structure at ·the'Centre •••• Replacement of 
Indira Gandhi go~rnment by the Jana~ Party 
go~rernment at the Centre and in a number of 
states has not mitigated this crisis. On the 
contrary it has intensified further because 
the Janata party government is systematically 
reversing the nationally accepted policies of 
planned economic development, expansion of the 
public sector, development o~ modern industries 
and promotion of Indian technology, in the n~ 
of giving preference to smallscale industry, 
handicrafts and agriculture ••• In such a situa
tion of acute crisis of the capitalist system, 
it has takin only one year for the Janata partx 
government came to the same pass which the Cong
ress government came to after 30 years. The 
same authoritarian danger which engulfed the 
country in the last days of Indira Gandhi regime, 
looms large on the Indian political horizon toda7. 
(emphasis Rao•s) 31 

31. New Age, April 30, 1978 
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The essence of the argument was that the Janata 

party was equally dangerous as the Congress. And thus, 

to get rid of the Janata party which was in power the 

CPI advised all the left and democratic parties to form 

a left and democratic national alternative. The National 
' C ou.ncil of the CPI while re ...... iewing its Actbri ties during 

the period after the Bhatinda congress continued to indict 

the Janata go~ernment for its failures at home and abroad. 

But it paid -.:rery l!ttle attention to the activities cff 
·n~ 

Indira Gandhi. Understably, the CPI (M) had been termed 

sectarian, un-marxist, disruptive, anti-So~iet and so 

on for its friendly relations with the Janata party. 

It is pertinent at this stage to quote from its 

Review Report eo as to bring out its criticism agaiaet 

the CPI(M). It stated: 

"Its (CPI(M) 's) criticism of Janata•s policies 
and actions on class and mass issues ia, however, 
becoming more outspoken and sharp. But still 
1t clings to the absurd and un-Marxist.theory 
that since Indirlll. Gandhi is the "main enemy", 
the Janata government should be supported 
against her. In actual practice, e~eryday of 
Janata's bankrupt rule prefere to turn a blind 
to th1s reality ••••• By and large, CPI leadership 
is still not prepared to work for a left and 
democrat1c alternati~e to both the Jaaata and 
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the Congress through the process of de~elopiag 
united mass actions and struggles on a country 
wide scale on agreed issues." 32 

!t 1s from this understanding of the party that 

the CPI envisaged an alternative to the Janata party. 

The core of such an alternati~e of the third fro~t was 

to consist of the CPI and the CPI(M). Accordingly, 

the CPI emphasised the importanc~ tf unity of the two 

parties so as to pose an all India leftist alternative, 

not only to the Congress but also to the Janata party. 

But the perception of the CPI{M) is different 

from that of the CPI on this aspect. The CPI(M) did 

not anticipate any rad1cal change in the economic poli

cies of the Janata party. Because it cons1dered the 

latter as basically a bourgeois-landlord party. Accord

ingly, the CPI(M)supported the Janata regime with a 

hope that it w~uld intervene in the "intra-ruling class" 

conflict and thereby weaken the bigger enemy namely, 

----~---~--------~ 

32. Report and Resolution, adopted by the NC of the 
CPI, November 1978. 
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the Congress party with the help of the Janata government. 

The CPI(M) established friendly relations with the Janata 

government due to its defence of parliamentary democracy 

which was an important step in the struggle for people's 

rights. It seems that the CPI(M) ga~e primacy to short 

term political interests over the longterm. goals. 
0 

The party, in an attempt to dismantle the authritariaa 

regime of the Congress, ignored the formation of left 

and democratic alternative, even after two years of the 

Ja~ata rule. This was because the party relied excess

ively on the Janata party. The People's Democracy 

editorial observed: 

"Take fur instance, the composition of the two 
Houses of present Parliament. The parties and 
groups committed to a left and democratic programme 
are sc weak in number that no realistic political 
obser~rer can think of pro.,.iding a 'left and demo
cratic national alternative' as is facilely 
assumed by some people. "33 

The CPI(M) has a point in the sense that given 

the marginal strength of the left parties it was premature 

-----~---~--~---
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to think of the third front as an alternative to both 

the Janata and the Congress parties. For the CPI(M) 

the three major problems Obstructing the fulfilment ot 

a third front are the fo11owing:3 4 

1. The mass base of the Communist parties is 
Trery limited. 

2. The Communists are badly di-:,ided. 
3. There are other non-left parties which caA 

augment 4;}1e third front on their own to 
prOTride an alternative. 

Seen in this light, the CPI's undue importance 

to left untty surprised many including the CPI(M). 

Surprised o,.er such a dramatic shift in the CPI's 

strategy, the CPI(M) did not appreciate it, rather 

the party expressed its misgi,ings :-· th.-. t it might 

disrupt CPI(M)-Janata relations at a time when it 

was taking a new course. Unlike the CPI, the CPI(M) 
• 

was in fa-:~our of participation of all non-congress 

forces in the proposed left and democratic alternative. 

After the Bhatinda congress, the CPI was ~oceferoqe 

in its propaganda about launching united actions on 

-----~------~-~----

34. Ram Joshi and Kiri tide,, Desai, "Towards a mor~ 
competi tbre Party System in India", _hsian Sur,-ey, 
November 19?8. 



common problems at the mass front le~el. The party 

felt that the -..rery sur~i -..ral of the country depended 

upon forging a united front of left and democratic 

forces. But the Cfl(M) differed with this idea of 

the CPI as that alienates the former from the Janata.~5 

Discussing unity in action between the two parties 

the CPI(M) emphasised one precondition, that the CPI 

should not make the Janata party and go~ernment the 

target of attack. But the CPI was not willing to 

oblige the CPI (M) on this score. According to Rajasekhar 

Reddy of the CPI: 

"the ,,ery approach of laying precondi tiona for 
forging unity of action with a fellow left 
party betrays an allergy to such unity •••• "36 

Further, the CPI took strong exception to the . 
negati~e attitude of the CPI(M) as the latter continued 

to harp on the differences between the two parties and 

--------------~----

35. feople;s Democracy, April 23, 1978 

36. lfew Age, Februa_u 18, 1 ~·to. 
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even ridiculued the former for its anxiety o"'"er unity. 

According to the CEC of the CPI: 

"This nega ti ~e attitude of the CPI (N) lead ere 
may be aimed at pleasing the Janata party and 

asouring it that the two Communist parties would 
remain apart ••• the CPI{M) leadership is actually 
helping tHe emergence of Indira Gandhi as aa 
alternati~e to ~anata party rule through their 
alliance with the Janata party and underplaying 
the importance of left and democratic unity which 
is the need of the hour."37 

The CPI(M) was not pleased by the CPI-Congress 

coalition go~ernment in Kerala. The party wanted the 

CPI to first establish its credibility as a left party 

before going for any sort of unity with the latter. 

The CPI(N) recalled as to how the CPI joined hands with 

the Congress led by Indira Gandhi to break the united 

front of leftist parties and their democratic allies 

in two eta tes of Kerala and. W .Bengal in late sixties.' 

The party accused the other of disrupting the then exist

ing left and democratic fronts.38 

----------------
37. C. Rajeshlrci.r Rae, "CPI(M) helps Indira Stage 

Comeb•ck", ~.!L~ May 21, 1979 

38. People; s Democracy, IW~arch 4, 1979 
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The two parties ~iewed the problem of left unity 

differently. According to the CPl(M), there were diffe-

rences on the concrete details of joint action to be 

de~eloped which ought to be sorted out through ~utual 

discussions. Only such a discussion c~n lead to agree-

ment on issues and on the "concrete lines of actions" 

which can facilitate unity of action.39 

At the international plane, both the parties did 

not agree on significant issues. While the CPl exhibited 

total loyalty to the CPSU, the CPI(M) blamed both Moscow 

and ~eking as equally responsible for the current confli

cts in world Communist n:o,rement , but acknowledged both 

the USSR and China as the Socialist states. And the 

C PI (M) was ~ery explicit in its "'ri ews on this issue 

since its Madurai congress. To quote the Draft Political 

Resolution of its tenth congress: 

"The policy pursued by these two ruling parties 
(vlz., CPSU, CPC) of subordinating the de,relopment 
of the re,rolutionary forces in the underdeveloped 
countries to the opportunist needs of their 
go~ernment;s foreign policy has greatly harmed 

--~-----~-------------

39. ibid ••••• 
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the democratic struggle of the people in newly 
liberated countries Despite the setbacks in a 
number of countries as a result of these policies, 
these parties ha ...... e not learnt the lesson and 
pursue the same opportunist course".40 

III 

By the end of 1978, the disenchantment of the 

masses with the Janata go~ernment became pronounced, 

leading to the appearance of Indira Gandhi staging a 

comeback due to the wranglings in the Janata party o~er 

policies and power. 41 This was precisely because the 

policies of the Janata go-,rernment at the Centre and iD 

states, were largely similar to that of the Congress 

party. At the same time, the Janata party's approach 

towardE the Trade Unions and Kisan Sabhas was also not 

appreciated by the left parties, including the CPI(M). 
' 

On the question of enacting the Pre .... enti~·e Deteatioa 

Bill, the CPI(M) criticised the Janata go .. ·ernment. 

And so was the case with the foreign policy. More 

40. Draft Political Resolution, tenth congress of the 
CPI(N} Op. cit. p.13 

41. Iqbal Narain, ''India 1978: Politics of Non-issues", 
Asian Sur~ey, Feb.1~7~, Vol. XIX No.2 
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importantly, what concerned the CPI(M) most was the 

growth of RSS-Jana Sangh influence in the Janata party. 

These were ~he main factors which forced the CPI{M) 

to reassess its position on the Janata p~rty government. 

This had resulted in its changed attitude towards the 

J ana ta party. 

It is against this backdrop that the CPI(M) bid 

farewell to the Janata party. The party's shift from 

its original stand of lending "unstinted support" 

(to use Namboodiripad's words) to the Janata party to 

that of supporting it only in its "fight against Indira. 
I 

Gandhi or authoritarianism'' could be discernible. The 

party had to shift further by the end of 1979 when it 

supported Charan Singh led Janata(S)-Congress(S) coali-

tion ministry at the Centre, instead of the Janata 

party. Not only that its erstwhile ally (Janata party) 

had become its main enemy, but Indira Gandhi-eupported 

Charan Singh go~ernment became its friend. Ofcouree,. 

the CPI(M) had a point in ~ustifying its shift on the 

premise that there had occured a split in the Janata 

party, consequently the democratic, secular and progre

ssi~e sections were not with the Janata party, but on 

the side of Charan Singh. 



However, the 6hange in the CPI(M) policy inspired 

the CPI considerably to change its pro-Congress stand, 

notwithstanding SA Dange's apprehensions and warnings. 

The party put forward it 1S-point charter of demaade42 

as the basis for common platform to launch joint actions. 

More significantly, the CPI stepped down from the Kerala 

go~rernment and joined the CPI(M) led left and democ:cati'c 

front. The CPI's •sacrifice' in Kerala was welcomed 

by the CPI (:H). In a way, this put an end to the mutual 

bickerings between the two parties, particularly in 

Kerala. No doubt the end of CPI-Congress allince enhanced 

the prospects of left unity. 

Besides, the July-August go~.rernmental crisia43 in . 
1979 pro~ided an occasion to both the parties to take 

common lines and to plunge into joint actions not only 

on economic issues but also on political ones. These 

parties decided to support the dissolution of Lok Sabh& 
I 

and the call for holding fresh elections. The common 

platform adopted by the two left parties created a aew 

atmosphere in the country's political field on the e~ 

of 1980 Lok Sabha elections. 

--~--------------

42. NC Resolution of the CPI, "Political Platform for 
:D..eft and Democratic Unity", ..farty Life, 7 March ,.1979. 

43. In July 1979, when a no-confidence motion against the 
Charan Singh ministry was tabled in the Lok Sabha, the 
Prime Minister resi~ned following the withdrawal o! 
support by Co.ngressll) 



CHAPTER IV 

THE HmlHA GANDHI PHASE ( 1980-84) 

The 1980 midterm elections to the Lok Sabha 

inaugurated a new phase in the lndian political pro

cess. The Congress party routed in the 1977 elections 

was once again ~·o ted to power. lndira Gandhi who earaed 

the wrath of the people for infamous emergency rule 

staged a comeback within three years of her political 

obli":rion. The J~nata party which scored a resounding 

,,ictory and formed the first e~rer non-Congress govern

ment at the Centre in 1977 could not sur"rive as a united 

party. The massive mandate that Indira Gandhi secured 

in the elections was not due to her catchy slogan, 

"the go".-ernment that works", but because the Jall.ata 

party wlii.s a di~·ided house. The erstwhile constituents 

of the Jan~ta party, particularly J&IUi' Sangh on the one 

hand, and the BLD on the other pushed the Janata goverm.

ment to collapse. As a result, the non-Congress parties 

maintained their :opposition! role, but this time, these 

parties opposed themsel~es, not the Congress party. 
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It is against this backdrop that the left parties 

had entered the electoral fray. As obs er··ed in the 

preceding chapter, the political de~elopments since 

July-August (1979) go~rnmental crisis led to normali

sation of the CPI-CPI(M) relations. As a result, there 

occured more unitee actions not only between the two 

left parties but also among the other left and democratic 

parties. This enabled these parties to fight the elec

tions unitedly on their own. For the first time that 

the CPI and the CPI(M) did not join either of the two 

major political camps led by the 0ongress and the Oppo

sition. Ofcourse, the left parties extended their 

limited support to the Janata(8)-Congress(S) combine. 

In this chapter, the f~ctors which enabled the 

left parties to evol~e an independent left alternative 

to both the Janata and Congress parties are examined. 

To what extent did this unity alter CPI-CPI(M) relation

ship? How did the left parties percie'{re the reemergence 

of Indira GandhE on the political scene? Did these 

parties shift their positions reg~rding the BJP? What 

was their approach towards regional parties? Why did 

the left parties participate in the 'conclave politics'? 
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These are a few rele~·ant questions which are examined 

in the course of study. 

I 

On the ewe or the 1980 elections, both the left 

parties had come to an understanding to cooperate with 

each other in fighting the twin danger of authoritaria

nism, represented by the Congress(!) and communalism, 

represented by the Jana Sangh-dominated Janata party. 

The significant shift in the CPI(M) position on the 

question of co~munalism leading to its support of the 

CPI linA, had infact, f~cilitated the two parties to 

come around the abo~e understanding. The CPI(M) had 

to face se~ere criticism from its most powerful state 

party unit(W.Beng~l) as well as a powerful section in 

the party's Central Committee for equating the communa-

lism with the authoritarianism. This is e~ident in the 

following passage: 

"The dissenting opinion in the CC directs its 
criticism against the CC that it had underesti
mated the danger of authoritarian Congress(!), ' 
that it had o.,•erestimated the menace of Jana 
Sangh-RSS comr!lunalism, that it o"rerestimated 
at one stage that the prospect of the RSS-Jana 
Sangh led wing of the Janata party coming to 
power was becoming real and that the usa~e of 



the term "tlfl·in d~n~er" \·ras the ref lee ti on of 
the CC's erroneous assessment."1 

Howener, the p-.rty went ahead with its o~reres ti-

ma+.ion of the danger from the Jana Sangh-dominated 

Ja~ata purty. ' :1 • 1 
.~:1l .... e refuting the minority ~iew, the 

CPI(M) le04dership ·justified ita atotnd. According 

to the party's .Po.:..i;;ical-Qrganisational Repcrrrt of its 

eleventh Congress: 

"Such a criticism of the CC's tactics emanated, 
firstly from looking at the Jana Sangh-RSS role 
as it was during the days of the JP mo .. ,.ement iA 
1S75-77, secondly, from the failure to see that 
its role was increasingly ~dermining the struggle 
against authoritarianism while it was attemptiftg 
to e~en rna.ke up with the C ongrese (I) in 1 ts bid 
to capture the leadership of the Go~rnment, and, 
thirdly, from the utter unawareness of the havoc 
that the role of the RSS-Jana Sangh was causing 
among the Muslim minorities and the Scheduled 
Castes and Tribes."2 

What is discernible from this argument of the 

majority of the CPI(M) leadership is that the party 

1. Political-Organisational Report, at its XI party 
congress in 1981 p.41 

2. ibid ••• p.42 



considered the Janata party to be just as d~ngerous as 

the Congress. Thi.s would mean weakening its struggle 

against the Congress(!). ~oreo~er this stance enabled 

the CPI (f-'1) to contest elections alone or in. alliance 

with other left and democr~tic parties. Meanwhile, 

the Janata(0)-Congress(S) posed to take on both the 

Congress(!) and Janata parties in the electoral contest. 

This coincided with the left parties's strategy of wini:ag 

the 'double battle! at ODe stroke. lt is in this back

ground th~t the limited alliance of tr.e left parties 

with the third front, Janata(S)-Congress(S) in the 1980 

midterm polls has to be analysed. It was beca.use of 

each party;s preparedness to accommodate the other that 

these parties could put up a common fight in the elec

tions. As a result, the left parties scored their 

first -.dctory in the sense that they inter,•ened in the 

'intra-class' conflict when they ensured triangular 

contest between the !bourgeois parties'. In doing so, 

it appears, the left part1eB pa1d scant regard to.the 

possibility of lndira Gandhi staging a comeback. The 

left part1es: attempt was to deri~e some political 

ad-.•antage from the split of non-left p;,o.rties, at best 

the status of tte leading opposition group in Parliament. 
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Both the parties were enthusiastic about a joint 

compaign in the elections. Their optimis~ led them to 

o~erestimate their strength and to pose themsel~es as 

a national al terna ti ~ye, as is clear from the foltowing 

statement by the CPI: 

"The realisation of this unity is accentuated 
by the need to bar the way to power again of 
the authoritarianism as well as communal forces 
represented by the Congress(I) and Janata party ••• "3 

Gi~ren the state of hostility in the non-Congress 

camp, the Congress led by Indira Gwndhi triumphed in 

the elections and formed the go'l'•ernment at the Centre. 

Surprisingly, no single party in the Opposition secured 

a minimu~ of 54 seats to claim the recognition statue 

of a the Upposition in the Parliament. The left parties, 

on the other hand, secured the required number of seats 

and emerged as the main opposition bloc· in House. Though 

the Janata~S) and J•nata parties secured more seans 

than the left parties, they could not claim the opposi

tion status due to their mutu~l di~isio~s. Of the left 

parties, the CPI(M) which secured 22 seats in the 1977 

-----------------------
3e New Age, January 6, 1980 



e~ections impro~ed its position to 35 seats in the 

1980 elections. The party not only withstood the 

Congress(I) wa~e in its 'bastion'(W.Bengal, Kerala 

and Tripura), but also made its presence felt from 

the states like, Maharastra, Punjab and Orissa in 

the elections. The party polled around 152 lakh ~otes, 

nearly doubling its strength from the 1972 election. 

Likewise, the CPI also impro~ed its strength from its 

earlier position in the House. The party which won 

6 seats in the pre~·ious elections, doubled its strength 

in the 19t:O elections. Howe~er, its ~~oting tally was 

reduced by two lakh ~·otes. Whj_le the party polled 

around 53 lakh ~·otes in the 1977 elections, it cOtlld 

secure only 51 lakh ·notes in 1980. 4 The CPI(M) which 

had secured three times more than the C~I in the recent 

elections had left the latter far behind in its popular 

support, emerged as the leading left force in the country. 

This position of the C.PI (IV!) , infact, "placed a hea.,.Ty 

responsibility OL its shoulders, i~ building left and 

democrAtic unity ~nd in defending democratic freedoms 

4. Poli tic~.l-Qrg~n~sa tional Repor_1 of the CPI (r-:) Op. 
cit. p.3 
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ag•inst authoritarian attacks". 5 It is in this context 

that the mid term poll pro .... Tided an opportunity to the· 

party pay more attention to the national politics. , 
At another le-,rel the midterm elections also enhanced 

the prospects of normalisation of th~ir relations. 6 

Commenting on the election results, the Polit 

Bureau of the CPI(M) noted that tbe success of Congress 

was mainly due to the inability of the Opposition to 

provide a -,riable alternati,Te to the Congress. The 

party felt that the Congress was defeated only in Kerala, 

Tripura and W.Bengal, for the left parties forged aa 

alliance. 7 Similar was the understanding of the CPI 

on the unity of the left parties in elections which ~ 

fetched good results. Its National Council Election 

Re~riew re .... realed: 

''It is for the first tirre in the last 15 years 
after tbe split in the Communist mo~ment that 

5. ibid. p.8 

6 • New A~ , January 20 , 1 980 

7. Eeople;s DemQ£racy, January 20, 1980 
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the Cl:'l and the CPI(M) did not confront each 
other in the electoral arena. On the otherhand 
they worked together to the extreme happiness 
of the Communist masses and all left-minded 
people ••.• "8 

The Janata party leader·, Ramakrishna Hegde had 

also acknowled~ed the same when he said: 

~The left was the only group which came unscathed 
out of election. It is not merely because of 
the performance of the Gowt. in W.Bengal but 
mainly because of the united fight they put up 
against the Congress(I). This atle:ast should 
be a lesson to all opposition par'(J.tes now."9 

What runs through these quotations iS that the 

unity of the opposi ti.on parties can undermine the 

Congress ~onopoly, and thus aid the process of the 

formation of a n•tion•l alternc..ti,re to the Congress. 

Keeping this in uiew, the two parties made serious 

attempts to inuolTre other left and democratic parties 

in the broad front. As ~ result, the scope of the left 

unity was broadened to include the parties like, Forward 

8. !!:w Age , .r'e bru~.ry 1 0 , 1 S80 

9. Mainstrearr, Republic Day 1S80 



Bloc, Re~olutionary Socialist P~rty, Peasants and 

Workers p~rty, Democr~tic Socialist party and the 

Congress(S), apart from other small and regional 

parties. At a time, when the opposition parties were 

so fr~gmented, the attempts at opposition unity made 

by the left parties generated subst~ntial benefits 1n 

mobilising the masses on common issues particularly 

in the period after elections. Meanwhile, the two 

parties extended ttese actions o .. rer a range of issues 

to the state and local le"els. Almost in all the states, 

unprecedented unity in action was e~1dent e~en thouth 

there remained a lot of differences between the two 

parties. This became possibl~ because the two parties 

grasped the pre .. ~iling socio-political situation in 

the sa:r:eway leading to sirr.ilar conclusions on specific 

problems. 

II 

The resounding ~ictory in the Lok Sabha elections 

encouraged the Congress to dismiss nine state go~ernments 

led by the non-Congress parties in the same way that 

the Janata p.:.rty had done &fter the 1 '::}'('( elections. 

The Congress party established its gowernement in all 



these states. The Opposition h~-ing learnt few lessons 

from the pre-ious Lok Sabha elections had to meet the 

s<ime fate. l"ioreo~er the old Jana Sangh faction left 

the Janata party and formed the Bharatiya Janata p~.rty 

(BJP) thereby completing the process of fragmentation 

of the opposition forces. Thus while the Congress was 

consolid~ting its position, the Opposition was dwindling 

d~e to splits and resplits. The Congress(!) had shatt

ered the hopes of the opposition parties, particularly 

those which cl-.i.med to enjoy supremacy in the Hindi

spe~king region. Though the left parties were not 

affected much in the region, they were also unh-ppy 

with the Congress monopoly, as it might once again topple 

their go-.Ternments in W .Beng<tl, Jferala, and Tripura as 

it did it before. This was precisely because the left 

led go~ernments raised cert:.iin fundamental questions 

like co~munal1sm, imperialism, feudalism, capitalism 

aP,art .frorr: the quest ion of Centre-State relations to 

expose the ruling party and also to radicalise the masses. 

It was this understanding which guided the left parties 

to reassess their 't8ctics' towards the other opposition 

parties and to broaden the scope of opposition front. 

Howe'7er, there arose some differences between the two 
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parties in the e"''~alua tion of Congress as well ~s non-

Congress parties. This time the differences centered 

around gi "''•ing prim:it.cy to left unity o~r broad Opposi

tion unity. Though the CPl accepted the Congress(!) 

as the main enemy, it differed with the CPI(M) on the 

question of supporting the other -bourgeois'partiee 

even to fight against the Congress(!). The CPI laid 

greater stress on left unity than on extending support 

to other parties. 

Unlike the CPI, the C.PI (fv'l) focus sed its energies 

on defeating the Congress(!) in the elections to the 

nine state assemblies. The ptrty blamed the Congress(!) 

policies for the sufferings of the people e.,?erywhere. 

It concentrated itu attention on the defence of the 

left-led go·vernments in three stii.tes lil.nd thus staunchly 

defended the federal character of the lndian Constitutioa. 10 

The C~I(N) was more outspoken on the question of more 

powers to the states than any other party as it felt 

that the non-Congress state go-ernments would not be 

gi .. •en a due share in the budget--.ry allocation. It is 

---~---------------

10. Peopl~' s DemoC!:;G.Cy, 1-'I&.y 25, 1980 
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in this light that the party maintained its r~pport 

with not only left parties but non-left parties as well. 

As a part of this stra. tegy, the CPI (N) pre fereed Akalidal 

to the CPI in the Punjab Assembly elections. It was 

all~ged that the C.f>I (r-'i) fa~~oured Akalidal rather than 

the CPI in the allocation of seats. This was because 

the CPI(M) considered that the defeat of the Congress{!) 

could be possible only if the Akali Dal was supported. 

In other words, the party's enthusiasm to deteat the 

Congress(!) was gi .. ?en primacy o.,.,.er forging unity of 

left parties. This stance of the CPI(M) was resented 

by the CPI. The C.PI accused the CPI (.fvl) of disrupting 

the unity of left forces in Punjab. lts St~te Council 

adopted a resolution criticising the le~dership of 

the CPI(r>l) and more particularly its PB member HKS 

surjit. 11 

The CPI was greatly agitated ower the iseus of 

electoral understanding with the BJP and some regional 

parties. 3ince the party w~s opposed to the polily of 

------------------
11. Punjab Asserr.bly .C.:lection Re··iew Resolution adopted 

by the CPI State Council of Punjab, 28-30 June, 1980. 



"all-in-unity ag«tinst the Congrees(I)"
12 

as en .. •isaged 

by the CPI(M), the CPI upheld its opposition to the 

CPI(~)'s str~tegy. Wh~t the CJJ expected from the 

other party was the projection of left front, rather 

than mere 'anti-Congreseism'. But its expectation 

did not m~terialise. As a matter of fact, both parties 

clashed with each other in the state assembly elections 

in Orissa -nd UP. Both parties accused each other of 

~iolating the understanding on joint electoral fight 

reached by them before the elections. This led them 

once again to reiterate their old pre judices, e .. ·en 

though the Congress(!) was consolidating its position. 

There were m2ny such occ~sions which kept the two 

parties apart. 'vlhen the relations between India and 

China were taking d new course, the CPI restated its 

earlier position of hostility to Chinn. This evoked 

a sharp response from 1\l.Basa .. rapunnaiah, CPI(M) PB member, 

who react~d to the CPI article on Sjno-Indian relatio•s 

in the following way: 

12. :rv; • .f'arooqui , Rc port on National Political situation 1 , 

~!1 Lif! 22 July, 1S80 



"The CPI (~·!) is not one like the C PI which is 
panicked at the ... rery slogan of normalisation 
of relations between India and China on the 
spurious ple2 that such a normalisation, ipso 
facto, is sure to undermine lndG-So~iet coopera
tion and friendship. We can not and do not 
think that Indo-so~iet relations are so fragile 
and on so unsound a basis that any success in 
the norwalisation of India-China r~lations would 
undermine Indo-so~iet friendship and cooperatioa. 
Such a scare on the part of the CPl neither 
does justice to the self-respect of the Indian 
people nor adds to the credit of the CPl's 
~oli tical 1,nsdom.''1'5 

The leade~ship of th~se two parties did not just 

confine themsel ... •es to ! article-duel' but to physical 

assults too. It was reported jn tba CPl press that 

two of their c&dres in W.Bengal were rrurdered by the 

CPI(¥1) cadres. Howe~er, when a similar ~urderous attack 

was committed in Kerala, the CPI(~)'s sharp condemnatioa 

of the inc1dent was apreciat~d by the CPr. 14 

l-"~eanwhi le, a significant de-.·el opment took place 

in April 1~81. The CPI Chairman S.A~Dange was expelled 

13. With reference to an article dated, October 26, 
'80 (New J....ge) , l\', .Basa .. ·apunnaiah wrote "On C PI's 
.t'lemics", in Pe,ople's Democracy on No-o:•eruber 9, 1980 

14. New Age.J No-.·errbl'"r 30, 1980 
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from the p~rty for his o~ert and co,~rt association 

with the All lnctia Comrrt1nist Party(AICP). The AICP 

was formed by dissidents led by Dange's daughter Roza 

Deshp~nde, who unsuccessfully waged a battle in the 

C.PI to re-.•ert to the old political line of supporting 

the Congress party. The AICP ad,rocated an alliance 

with the Congress(!) rather than the CPI(M). Infact, 

this was not first time that such pro-Congress stand 

wae fa~oured by De;.ng_e. He was largely responsible 

for the pronounced pro-Congress thinking of the party 

le~dership since split in 1~64. In fact Dange harboured 

major reser••a tions against the forces of left unity ia 

the CPI. D:.o.nge's expulsion, thus pa .. •ed the way for 

normalisation of th~ CPl-CPl(l>'l) relations. 

1 t is around the sarr,e time that the two parties 

held their party congresses. The twelfth congress of 

thf! Cl?I was held at var-.n:iiSi. in 1961, whereas the CPI(M) 

held ite ele·~nth congress in Vijayawada. These congresses 

were signific~nt because the two parties made an assess

ment ot· their joint actions in the post-Bha tinda period. 

After proper reuiew of the united actjons between them

selwes, the CPI ~nd C~I(B) called for furthering of 

united efforts for future. 
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Ho•e-er, the CPI(M) \Polit Bureau doc~ent on 

major political e~·ents, wnile noting posi ti·ue trends 

in the field of CPI-cPI (rv:)\ relations criticised the 

~acillating attitude to tnL CPI on the role of parties 

like, Congress( U) , Lok Dal \ Ako.lidal etc. in united 

actions. 15 The Cri though~ the C2I(M) position indi

ca ted a re•·ersal to its ol, line of supporting the 

opposition to oppose the Congress, thereby undermining 
I 

the cause of left unity. The party hoped that the 
I 

CPI(M) would ultimately be forced to retreat from its 

posture of infallibility by\the fast changing national 

and international situation. 16 But, it was the CPI 

which had to retreat from its earlier position on the 

question of lending support to non-Congress parties, 

indluding the BJP. The CPI which was so allergic to 

the BJP, joined hands with it in Parliament and outside 

on questions like authori t~rian n::easures of the CoDgrese 

party, ci~il liberties, trade union rights, corruption 

exposures and such others. Howe~~r, the CPI(M), did 

15. Cl-'I(~d Public~tion, (N.Delhi) hay 1~81 

16. f~rt1_~~fe, 7 September 1981 



not change its positj_on ... is-a-nis the Congress as well 

as non-Congress parties. E .. •en on the interna 'tioaal 

p1a~•, the party m~intained its earlier positioa regard

ing Chin:it. «tnd e>o .. •iet Union. Of course, the CPI (M) 

appeared changed on the issue of imperialism and world 

peace. The C.PI (h) underes tim-. ted the war d•nger as 

frequently rnenttoned by the CPSU leaders in its Jullaa

dhar coBgress. According to its PB member B.~.Ranadive: 

"In the Jullundhur resolution we criticised 
those i.e. the leaders of the CPSU and others, 
who repeatedly talked of detente, creating 
illusions".17 

III 

J..fter the yara~asi Congress of the c~-I, atterrpts 

at left parties's unity were more pronounced. This 

was partly bec•use the authoritarianisrr of the Congress 

haunted both t~e parties. As a result , both the left 

parties had to shed certain amount of mistrust of each 

other in order to corr.e closer. This inturn, g.._.,.e rise 

17. D.T.h<ttnadi .. ·e, JI·Jain Spe~ches at the Xl congress of 
the c,;:'l(JI:), held ~t ·vijayawada, January 1982 pp.3-4 



to mutual cooperation not only on economic issues but 

on political issues too. 

Around the same time, the Congress( I) go·nernment 

toppled the Kerala Left and Democr~tic Front ministry 

in 1982. This led the left parties to realise the need 

to achie .. ~e opposition unity and to work towards that 

end. And thus the left parties decided to coordinate 

with the other non-left parties so as to strengthea 

the opposition front and to check the authoritarian 

measures ot the Congress(!). In view of this, both 

the parties in W.Bengal c~e closer and the CPI joined 

the CPI(M) led left front ministry. This indicated 
-

that the two parties were equally interested in defeat-

ing the Congress(!) by a united left bJoc. 

Incidentally the CPI was forced to take a more 

forthright stand against the Congress(I). The occasion 

w~s when the Congress(!) stepped up its campaiga against 

the Indian Communists in general ~nd t~e CPI in particular. 

For example, Indira Gandhi established the Frie~de of 

the Sowiet Union(FSU) in direct competition with an 

influential CPI front group, lSCUS. In her inaugural 



addresB to th~ FSU, Indira Gaadhi attacked 'professional 

friends'(CPI) who act as self-appointed custodians of 

Indo-so .. ·iet frtendship. 18 The Varanasi Congress; of the 

CPI held in Aarch 198~, took note of the pre~~iling 

political situation and called for building up of a 

left and democratic alternati~e. It furth~r obser~ed, 

In the words of N .K .K rishn.-.n, the Cl'I le~der: 

"The process of carryi.l.'lg forward, extending a:ad 
d~epening this unity and raising it to a higher 
level requires patient and persistent struggle 
agaj_nst anti-unity forces and for strengthening 
tbe hands of those who stand for such unity."19 

Another significant contribution that the Varanasi 

congress m~de towards the CPI-C?I(M) relations was regard

ing the cooper~ tion with the BJ P on specific issues. 20 

The C1)I had to m:.tke a ~·ol te-face when it ~·iewed BJP 

pos i ti~·ely. The C PI le«~.der N. Rajesekhar Reddy felt 

that those pro-Indir&!. Gd.ndhi elements within the CPI 

and outsJde were attempting to d~i~e the CPI tc a position 

--------------~-

1G. w.-.lte-r K.Anderson, "Indja in 1981: Str-.nget( Political 
liuthority" Ashn:. Sur'"e~, .February, 1982 

19. Party Life 1 22 April, 1S82. 

20. ibid ••..• 
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where it would be isolated from the CPI(M) and other 

opposition parties ir.cludtng th~ BJP, and later on, 

to push it iuto the Congress(!) c•mp a3 the only way 

out of isolation. 21 This point was elabor~ted further 

by ~~nother C.PI lec.der, I<. i<'arooqi in his article 

titled, "In. \/hat situation can the CPI join a united 

mass action in which the BJP iB also p~rticipating 
22 alongwith other parties?" In conclusion he said: 

''the V<:Jr4Q..nc.o.si p-.rty congress liid not ·adopt 'a 
policy of political untouchability ~is-a-wie 
the BJP in e~·ery situation. Forbidding poli· 
tical ulliance with it(or with the Congress(I) 
or e~en a permanent Coordination Committee 
with it is one thing and dealing with it in 
a opecjfic situution or for a limited issue 
iR quite another. ~e would like to awoid, 
but :it tl~Y not always be possible." 

To some extent, such~ stand of the CPI encouraged 

the C.f'I (:fl:) to respond to the unity efforts more pos i ti ... ely 

than before. As a result, an atoosphere was created 

to step up the united actions between the two parties. 

And thus, one witnesses hectic Ckmpaign in the field 

21. The St<:ttesman, 27 September, 1~82. 

22. Party_J;ife, 'I July, 1 ~82. 
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of CPI-CPI(f<'!) relations. The CPI(r.i) upheld the t-.sk 

of building the left ~nd deffiocratic front. The party 

felt that the Congress and its spokesmen in the media, 

including the org<~ns which claim to be "leftist" in 

political complexion were busy engaging in creating 

confusion, disrupting the growing unity of action and 
2'" forging a "Patriotic Front" • ./ Again while reacting 

sharply to articles in the fatriot, ~ and ~ainstream, 

the CPI (N) organ the People • s Democr:.tcy obeeruad that: 

''the Corr.munist mo ..... ement in the country as a 
whole is far stronger and more united today 
than at any time aince the undi .. ·ided CPI was 
split 19 years ago ••• Finally and most importantly, 
relations of cooperation between the CPI(M) and 
the CPI ha .... e been impro~·ing to the discomfiture 
of the champions o! the 'Patriotic Front' 
in India".24 

This prompted C.Rajeshwar Rao who was also ..... ery 

optimistic about the unity of the left parties, to 

comment that: 

23. People's Democracy, 17 October 1982 

24. People~s Democr~cy, 23 January, 1983. 
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"it took eight ye•rs for the differences in the 
p~rty to result in a break. Similarly, attempts 
tovrards unifying them would also take time." 25 

IV 

The elections to the three state assembliee namely, 

Andhra Pradesh, ~arnataka and Tripura took place in t 

January 1983. The poll outcome had a •ignificant 

impact on the political process. The Indian polity 

witnessed the emergence of the forces of regionalism. 

Ofcourse, this was not a new phenomenon as there were 

some regional parties in the past which won elections 

i.n. a few sthtes. But the me8lning of the Telugu Desham 

Party(TDP) -.rictory in Andhra Pr:.tdesh assumed greater 

importance since the Congress monopoly in the state was 

shattered for the first time. Not only an entrenched 

national ruling party like, Congress(!) was defeated 

but the other opposition parties, including those of 

the QPI and t~e CPI(k) were trounced. The l~ft p~rties 

whicb hal bee~ strong enough since the days of Telangaaa 

----------------
25. Times of India, 14 February 1983. 
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People's struggle had miscalculated the phenomenon 

called, Telugu Desham. 

Lik~wise, the Congr~ss(I) had to meet a similar 

setback in Karn•t•ka at the hands of the Janata-Kranti 

Ranga combine. These two southern states were conside~ed 

the 'fortress' 
r- . 

of th~ ru~!ing party because of their 

o .. rerwhe lrr. ing support to ti1e Congress in the 1977 and 

1980 elections to the parliament. The crushing defeat 

on the Congress p~.rty -.·indicated the proposition that 

the aAti-Congress sentiments pre~~iling at the time 

in the region were effecti~ely channelised by the TDP 

and J •n;;o. ta-r ran ti Ranga corrbine. While the J ana ta 

party, BJJ?, .. ok D-.1, CPI and c;r(M) were fighting 

among therr.sel·nes in forgin8 an electoral alliance, 

the cine-star turned politician, N.T.Rama Rao offered 

an alter.nati .. ·e to the Congress(I) il:i. A.P. Similarly, 

the J <~.na ta-Kr•n ti Hanga con, bine succeeded in pro~·iding 

an alternati~re to t!:e ruling party in Karnataka. The 

people supported these 'regional formations' in the 

elections. The inability of the national opposi tio•r~ 

parties to pro~ide a ~iable alternati~e in mkny etates, 

accounts in part for the rise of ree;ional parties. 
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Thus if the regional aspir~tio~s of the people are 

not attended to, and no altern~tiwe to the ruling 

party is offered, the opposition parties lose their 

mase base thereby leading to the growth of mo~emeats 

on the questions of language, culture and underde~.-e

lopment. 

In the case of Tripura, howe~er, the left front 

retained power. Surprjsingly, the Congress party which 

suffered losses in A.P. and Karnataka had impro~ed its 

electoral strength in Tripura due to its collaboration 

with the ret:;ional TUJS. This h~ppened precisely because 

the regioLal p~rti~s which em~rged as a res~onse to the 

misrule or the Congress(!) and which took up speci~ic 

local problems had earned popularity in the region, 

and also because the left parties did not put up a 

united fight in the elections due to their mutual acri

monies. 

Although the CPI(M) expressed its happiness 

over the defeat of ' ·· Congress(l) in these states, 

it admitted that its electoral estjrnat~s weat wrong, 

particulary in A.P. as is eTFident from its CC Communique 
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t "' l . 26 on He e ectJons. The C?I(r .. ~) PB merr.ber N.Basa•.apun:aa-

iah, while commenting on the electoral ~'erdict, pointe& 

out their erroneous iotssessment of the alignment of the 

political fo:!:·ces in the state, y_;articularly their failure 

to take note of the split in the Congress(!) which led 

to a sizeable section defecting to the :m.ewly formed TDP. 

The Stc.:t te Committee of the CPI (M) f~iled to keep track 

of the rapidly de~elop~g frictions in the faction-riddea 

Congress(I) •27 Ivloreo .. .-er, the party's atterepts, to 

forge an elector•l underst~ndine ended in a fiasco, 

as the CFl claimed a large share of seats. Likewise 

the CPI also made similar analysis and Ciotme to the 

Qo:nclusion that the party should ha .. re coll!e to aa electoral 

understandjng wit~ the regional TDP. Such an e~~luatioa 

of the TDP led both left parties to extend their support 

·to the forn:er. This encouraged the two parties to parti

cipate in the •concla~e politics:initiated by opposition 

parties. As a matter of fact it was the TDP which 

con~ened the first o~er opposition parties' coaclawe 

26. EeoE~ Democracy, 6 February 19b3. 

27. People's DernocraQ,y, 13 Iv1arch 1~83. 
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in Vijayawada to discuss ways of bre~king the ~onopoly 

of the Co~gress party and building the unity of the 

non-Congreso parties. The TDP considered its~lf as 

nation~lly oriented party and spelt out its anti-

Congress policies. This evoked a positi~e response 

from the left p&r ties as well who attended the collcla~?e. 

At the same time when the Assam and Punjab moveme•ts 

appe~red to pose a threat to national unity and secula-• 

rism, the left parties characterised them as diniS1ve 

and chau~?unist mo~errents. This was not all. These 

mo~?ements cryst•llised into politic:a.l forruatio.ns which 

posed a threat to the u~ity of India, consequently the 

left opposed the rr:o-.rements tooth atnd n<.iil. It is in 

that context, that left parties stressed the primacy 

of national unity and integrity. 

The CPI(~), initially, supported the Akali Dal 

in Punjab on the economic and political demands, but 

it changed its position on the Punjab problem wh~n 

di~.,isi-.?e forces g;;.:.ined ground. Tbe CPI hOW8"1Ter, main-

tained its anti-Akali Dal posture throughtout the 

perclod on the ground th.-.t the Akalidal was a communal 
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party. The di~ergent attitudes to th~ Punjab mowement 

led the two p~rties to criticise each other, instead 

of offering a leftist alternati~e in the state. In the 

same manner, the two par~iec nie'l>;ed the Assam problem 

leadiag to mutual bickerings in Assam. While the CPI(M) 

opposed the mo··ement in Ass~m, sine~ its inception, 

on the ground that the demands of the AASU were chauni-

niet and secessionist, the CPI ch~nged its stance in 

the later period. As a result, while in Ass~m it was 

the CPI (!l'l) which f;ilc ed more problems , in Punjab it 

was the CPI which suffered ITUCh. Both the left parties 

had adopted different stands as they interpreted the 

objecti·ue situatio.J:l. quite differently. 

During the period under study, it was the questioa 

of Centre-st~te rel~tions which came to the fore in the 

Opposition politics. The c~mpaign launched earlier by 

the left parties in general and the W.Bengal Chief 

Minister Jyoti Basu28 on th~ issue of greater powerSto 

28. C.PI(N) P~mphlet, "On Centre-St::~.te Relations", 
lNBC: N.Delh1) Dec. ;83 



the states and against the Centre's discrimination 

towards the non-Congress go~rnments, was boosted by 

demand of the TDP and N.T.Rama Rao to protect the 

'interests• of the states. It was an issue that 

concerned all the states ruled by the non-Congress 

p·arties and thus e .. ·oked consjderabie support from the 

regional parties. 

It is under these circumstances that the opposi

tion parties in the country had de~?eloped a aew formula 

of opposing the ruliag Congress(I) through forming 

'concla~es'. The ide~ came from Andhra Pradesh Chief 

Minister, N.T.Rama Rao whem 24 opposition leaders met 

at .his ins t<J.nce in Vi jayoawada. The main threoad ru••iag 

through this and other two concla .. ·es was the •centre

St•te relations which had been ~exing Indian politics. 

This was in response to the Centre which continued to 

assume more ~nd more powers ~is-a-vis the states, as 

a result, the tensioa had grown proportioa~tely, parti

cularly between the non-Congress(I) st~te go~erume•ts 

and the Centr~. The conclaues made a nun:ber of sweeping 

suggestions including copstitutional am~ndments to 

curb central power o~er states. As a matter of fact, 
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guch feelings knd demand of the regional parties had 

prompted the Centre to set u~ a Co~E:ission uader the 

ChairiLan.ship of en ustice R. S. Sarkaria in I"larch 1983 , to 

look into the Ce~tre-State relations. 

The three conclawes of the opposition parties 

in Vijayaw~da, DAlt•i and Srinagar pro .. ided an opportu-

nity to them to come closer o~ some pressing problems. 

Along tl·ese lines followed some united actions of these 

opposition parti~s inside and outside the Parliament. 

This had contribute~ to widen the scope of opposition 

unity. Howe~·cr, both the 1~ ft parties ·-iewed the 

con.cla•·e poli ticB with somr> reser•·Cil ticns. In teres tingly, 

their maj~ concern was to pre-ent the ~ntry of the BJP 

particip~tion of tte :com~unal' BJP in the concla~e 

meets. The ]eft part.i.es gradually eliminated the BJP 

from the up_ro::;ition concld.•·e. What is dj_scernible 
J 

from the conclo...-.·c politics is that the left parties 

deffionstr~tcd their united strength, which helped them 

in two w~ys. unet both .tte parties could impro"e their 

mutual relrttions, second, their atte~pts to forge a• 
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alliance with the non-Congress opposition parties, 

excluding the BJP, to fulfill their longterm goal of 

left and de~ocr~tic national alternatiwe, met with 

some success~. Howe ~·er, it was -. shortl i ... ed phe11omenon, 

but initiated the process of Aormalisation of relatio•s 

not only between the two left partios, but also among 

the other left and democratic parties. 

v 

As obser~ed e~rlier, the CPI(M) did not equate 

both the BJP aud Congress(I) ,as hw.rmful, rather it 

singled out t~e latter to cottcentrate its main fire. 

But the Cfi which considered both the BJP and Congress(!) 

as equally d&ugerous, infact, focussed its attack on 

the BJP. Howewer, the party had to retreat when it 

joined the chorus 4long with the BJP on the issue of 

toppling fn.rooq Abdulla go~·ernment in J&K, and later, 

NTR t . , P £!S 
go~·ermre:n 1n 11.. • 3uch were the occasions which 

29. The NTR ministry was reinstated when all oppositioa 
parties unitedly launched an all India struggle 
against the Congress{!) in September 1~85. 
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facilitated the ~11 p-.rties to come closer. Howe .. ·er, ' 

it is pre~ature to expect that all the opposition 

parties forge unity through such incidents as the 

political IJad ~rs t-.nd ings of them differ from o12.e another. 

In the meantime, there occured some incidents 

which h~~pered the process of normalisation of relatioaa 

between the two left parties hhemsel~res. To recount 

a few; one, when the CPI(~) suffered so~e losses 1• 

W.Bengal Panchayat elections i~ June 1983, the party 

blamed the other left front partners, including the 

CPI. As a response to such critism, the CPI CC attri

buted highha.ndedness, sectarianism s.nd big-brother 

attitude of the CPI(I"i) as the re~son for defeat.3° 

Second, when the CPI leader Indradeep Sinha wrote an 

article o~ the restoration of the CPI(M) and CPC relatioae 

accusing the latter of eplitting the undi~d CPI, the 

CPI(M) PB member HS Surjit joined the debate and raised 

oo~ntercharges against the CPI. This issue aggra~~ted 

31 the relations between the two left parties. 

30. ~Age, 19 June 1983. 

31. !!,!_!g~, 5 Jillle 1983; .People's Democracy, 12 Ju:ne 1983. 
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Third, tb e AITUC lec.~.dership accused the C ITU of 

letting down the Birla Textile workers in Delhi. An 

article ap~enred in the New Age~ alleged that the CITU 

had collaborated with the Congrese(I) to betr~y the 

workers. 32 Ofcourse the CITU le~dership reacted sharply 

levelling counter charges aeainst the AITUt. 

~ 

Fo,rth, at this juncture the two parties re~·ived 

the deb~te on history through the colum~s of their 

p~rty org~ns, these discussions slandered eachother's 

ideological positions.33 

The CJ-I (h) leader 111. Basanapwu1o.inh, on the other

hand, ridiculed the CPI as "just one left party but 

mot • Con:munist po.rty". The argume.Rt that he ga~·e was 

that "the CPI (!-' .. ) 's line was correct as it emerged 

the major pkrty in the couatry."3 4 This sta•ce o! the . 
QPI (IV.) e .. ·ok~d sharp rea..ctio~ from the CPI quarters. 

-----------------
32. ibid •••• 

33. Times of India, July 2, 1983; Indian Expre~, 
July 4, 1 983. 

34. New Ag~, August 14, 1Y83 
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The CPI Geuer«.l secret-.ry Rao, while ignoring the 

former ch~rge, contested the latter argument, ia the 

following words: 

"io.rhen the split in the party came, the CPI (M) 
took away with it majority of the party iA 
W.Bengal, Kerala and Tripur-. May we ask: 
apart fro~ that where has the CPI(M) grown 
im other stca.tea?"35 

The assessme~t of R~o is partially incorrect ia 

the sense that the CPI(M) not only impro~ed its strength 

in other statee including the Hindi-speaking regions, 

but also emerged as the second largest party, at the 

national le .. ·el. Leading three state go~?ernments, the 
c.lfleY 

CPI(M) bec~me the main opposition partyjthe 1980 electioas. 

Aad the -ery fact that the CPI(M) took away majority 

of the party in W .Be.ugal an·l other places "t""indica tes 

the CPI (fv1) point of -..iew. Howe .. •er, it is an exaggera-

tion if the CPI(M) measures its correctness ia terms 

of its electoral strength. 

-------------

35. ibid ••••• 
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Mea:while, when the two parties differed on the 

Assam problem, the process of normalisation got a blow. 

To be reore sp~cific, while the CPI supported the Elect~o~ 

Commission's decision on 1~71 as the "cut off year", the 

CPI(M) opposed it a~d stood for 1979. 36 As a result, 

the two parties landed themsel~es in two different camps. 

This is a glaring exarrple of the divergent perception 

by the two parties, their interpretation of the go~ernme•t 

policy on cut off yP-~r. 

As a rr.atter of fGt.ct, both parties found more areaa 

of coa~ergenco in the international matters ia the period 

after 1980. It is except on China problem, that these 

parties ~greed on all other issues, particularly o• Polaad 

crisis, Afghanistan problem, Indo-Soviet relations aad 

the question or world peace and the US imperialism. 

And eo, this phase in their external policies both the 

parties achieved a breakthrough. By and large, the left 

parties resorted to more united actions inside and outside 

the Parliament, or. internal as well external problews as 
'a 

they were confronted with a uthori tari1nism, commu.nalism, 

regionaliSIT and i~peri~lism. 

36. The!cut off year' means, all those 'foreign nationals' 
who err.igrated to Assam after 1971 stand disqualified 
as citizens of India. 



CHAPTER - V 

THE RAJ IV GANDHI PHASE ( 1984-86) 

The Indian politics in the 1980s has passed through 

a difficult period at the economic and political levels. 

With the return of Congress party to power, Indira Gandhi 

gradually implemented the policies of import-liberalisa

tion and export-oriented growth as prescribed ~y the 

World Bank and the Ir1F. The pursuit of such policies 

intensified the economic crisis, and this inturn, 

aggravated the political crisis. The cumulative effect 

of these crises led to rbhe emergence of regional,communal 

linguistic and feder3list movements. As a response to 

these movements the Prime l'1inister Indira Gandhi adopted 

coercive methods. In other words, having failed to meet 

these challenges in a democratic way, she resorted to 

coercive measures and violated the norms and forms of 

r~rliamentary democracy by enacting new acts, the use 

of army and the toppling of non-Congress state govern

ments. Suffice it to quote the CPI assessment on the 

prevailing situation in the middle of 1984: 

"the Congress(!) led by Smt. Indira Gandhi was 
gradually losing its mass base because of its 
anti-people, anti-democratic and pro-vested 
interests policies, its failure to solve serious 
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political problems, particularly Punjab and Assam, 
·, and its policy of toppling non-Congress{ I) state 

'\ governments, etc". 
~· 

P IJ 

'>· ...... ~-&~,/·The Prime l'1ini ster Indira Gandhi was assassinated on 
\..., . .,1 ..... __ ... ~· / .. 

-......... &-w.;:_.w~7 t' 

~-3-fst October, 1984. Communal riots broke out in the 

capital and elsewhere, leading to the death of thousands 

of Sikhs. It appeared as if the ruling party was hand 

in glove >V"i th the arsonists, since the tragedy occured . 

in the capital city for three days continuously even wh~le 

the police and armed forces were patrolling round the 

clock2 • It left an indelible mark on the secular fabric 

of India. Some believed that the incident might trigger 

off the polarisation of two communi ties ,namely Hindus and 

Sikhs. 

!1eanwhile, Rajiv Gandhi, son of the late Prime Minister 

emerged as the •consensus' choice for the leadership of 

the Congress(!) party. With this, a new era was~~ ushered 

in Indian politics. It was expected that the Rajiv Gandhi's 

leadership would reverse the old trend and set in moti'on 

a trend of reconciliation and national unity which was 

overwhelmingly represented by the mainstream in the Congress 

1. CPI Draft Review adopted by the NC in December 1985 for 
its 13th party congress(Communist Party Publication 
New Delhi. P.17) 

2. Indian Express, dt. 7,8 and 9th November 1984. 
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leadership since the time of freedom struggle. The pre-

sumption seemed untrue, when the .Prime .l1ini ster Ra.jiv 

Gandhi justified, albeit indirectly, the aftermath of 

the assassination in Delhi and outside. 3 The attitude 

of the new Congress leadership towards a section of people 

caused apprehensions. The Ranganath 1'1ishra Commission 

found no congressmen as the culprit, even after some 

factfinding committees named a few Congress leaders ~YP. 

as responsible for the tragedy. 4 As a matter of fact, no 

single arsonist has been punished till date. This indicates 

that there began a new 'phase' ·lflhi ch is distinct from the 

earlier one. It is in this light that the Rajiv Gandhi 

phase can be seen as a • break • from the past. 

Understandably, this had an impact on the relationship 

between the ruling party and the Opposition. Because 

opposition parties exhibited their weakness, in the sense 

that they were not unanimous on the question of national 

unity and divisive movement such as the Punjab. As a result 

the opposition parties percieved, the death of the Prime 

3. On 19th November 1984, Rajiv Gandhi while addressing a 
Boat Club Rally justified the Delhi killings. He referred 
the assassination of his mother to the falling of a big 
tree andthe violence to the earth shake. 

4. Truth About Delhi Violence, by Amiya Rao, Aurobindo Ghosh 
and ND Pancholi; published by Citizens for Democracy in 
Jan. 1985. 



Minister in different ways. This inturn had changed 

the course of relations among the opposition parties 

themselves. WhilP. the left parties emphasised the 

question of national unit.~ 1 the non-left parties had 

underestimated the threat to unity of India. An attempt 

is made in this chapter to bring out distinct features 

of the Rajiv Gandhi trend which had influenced the 

opposition politics. 

The assassination of Indira Gandhi was percieved 

by the nation in general and the left parties in parti-

cular as a serious threat to the unity and integrity of 

India. Whereas, the non-left parties did not consider 

that \vas so rather they found fault with the ruling 

party for the tragedy. The left parties were not with 

t~e opposit~on on this aspect. Again the same non-left 

parties criticised the election of Rajiv Gftndhi ao the 

Prime I1inister. 5 Contrary to this was the approach of 

the left. The left parties viewed the developments after 

the death of Indira Gandhi as inextricably linked with 

the question of national unity and integrity. They 

perceived that the 'imperialism~ led by the US and its 

agencies was responsible for the national tragedy. And, 

thus, these partias were some what reluctant to endorse 

5. ~hile the non-left parties not only protested over the 
procedure adopted in the election of Prime IUnister but 
also criticised the dynastic rule, the left parties did 
not join them, on the plea that they were not conce~ed 
about the personalities but the policies only. 
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the non-left stand of lukeSwarm opposition to imperialism 

on this score. The left parties believed that the assassi-

nation of Indira Gandhi was the handiwork of those Sikh 

extremists who were aided and abetted by some foreign 

agencies, although there was no substantial proof. 

According to the CPI(M): 

"The assassination of J.'1rs. Gandhi at the hands of her 
own bodyguards can not be explained away as the plot 
ofthe Sikh extremists who were enraged after the 
Operation Blue ~tat. Behind ttis ghastly murder of 
l'rime l1inister Indira Gandhi there was clearly the 
hand of the US imperialists who were encouraging the 
Khalistan agitation andgiving armed training in US 
camps for the Sikh extJtemi st s. I"lrs. Gandhi' s policies 
of non-alignment, world peace and Indo-Soviet friend
ship treaty etc., were not liked by the US imperialists, 
and they were out to resort to any crime that6might 
help them in their world aggressive designs." 

The CPI also held that the assassination was part of 

the conspiracy of the CIA and the killers were its tools.7 

It appeared that the left parties raised the issue of 

'imperialism' on the lines of the Congr.ess( I)'s • foreign 

hand' theory. But, unlike the Congress(I) which merely 

mentions the invisible 'foreign hand' in its propaganda, 

the left parties intensifmed their campaign to expose the 

;nexus • between the Khalistani secessionists and the foreign 

agencies like, CIA and BBC. Accordingly these parties 

aimed their euns at a 'distant• enemy: US imperialism. 

6. OPiji1) Political Organisational Report 1 12th congress 
December 1985 P. 23 

7. O.l?I Draft Uev-ie~, 13th congress, },ebruary 1986 p. 35 
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The Congress(I) campaign, on the otherhand, gave the 

impression that the Sikh co~munity was responsible for 

the assassination of Indira Gandhi. As a matter of fact 

the Congress(I) made it a point to whip up communal frenzy 

against the Sikh community. 8 As a result, the political 

situation changed dramatically on the eve of elections to 

the new Lok Sabha. Prime Hinister Rajiv Gandhi with an 

eye on the elections concentrated his main attack on the 

opposition parties for their alleged support t.o the Anandpur 

Sahib Resolution of the Akalis.9 

In the preceding chapter, it was observed that there 

was sufficient space for evolving a broad opposition front 

as an alternative to the Congress(!). But, the two left 

parties were not willing to merge their identity with other 

opposition parties on the pleas that the non-left parties 

differ on many fundamental questions~ including that of the 

imperialism. Given their inhibitions vis-a,...vis the 

'bourgeois' opposition parties, the left parties were 

somewhat lukewarm on the opposition unity moves, focussed 

merely on the elections. In the prevailing political 

8. ibid 
9. ibid 

. . . . 

.... 
pp 35-36 
p. 37 



situation created by the assassination of Indira Gandhi 

their stand became more pronounced, and thus, these 

parties decided not to work for just marginal benefits 

derived by entering into electoral adjustments in some 

states. 10 

As a result, the two left parties faced the ruling 

party alone in the electoral battle. The non-left parties 

could not forge an electroal alliance, despite the fact 

that they were very weak due to their fragmentation. This 

gave rise to the formation of two of more fronts in the 

OpnoRi tion camp itself. Added to this waR the question 

of leadership. For inRtance, there was no unanimity 

among the oppoAition non-left parties on the choiee of 

Oharan Singh of the DMKP. Nor was the leAdership of 

Jagjivan Ram of the Congress (J) acceptable to all left 

Darties. Besides, there were a few other leaders who 

figured in the opooAi t"on choice. 

Under these circumstancP.s, attempts at opposition 

unity met with no succeAs. For the gr~vity of the socio

political situation. WAS not properly grasped by these,· 

part1 es. l'l!oreover the left pa"ties exhibited a • sectarian• 

attitude towards the other Pa"ties. This had contributed 

tJ the alienation of one Party from the other. Tt is 

------------------------------
10. Times of India, 13th November, 1984. 



at thi~ juncture, the Lok Sabha elections were held in 

December, 1984. The Congress {I) led by Rajiv Gandhi 
(\ 

:··. scored landslide victory, securing more than 420 seats 

th:=Jt is, three-fourths majority. This massive victory 

in the Lok Sabha had become possible for the Congress(!) 

even though the votes polled by it did not exceed 50 per 

cent. This was partly due to the disunitv among the 

opposit1on parties, which fared very b~dly. Among the 

non-left parties, the BJP and the Dalit Mazdoor Kisan 

Party had to content with just two and three seats 

respectively in the house of 540. The Janata party tried 

hard to secure a double digit number of 10 seats only. 

'Rnt some regional oarties like TDP, AI.IDMK and· 

National Conference{F) improved their position. Sur

prisingly, the regional TDP became the largest onposition 

party in the Lok Sabha, securing 30 seats and outdone all 

the recognised national parties. 

The left parties' strength was reduced. They could 

not make an impact on the national political arena, 

largely because their appeal to the electorate was margi

nal as it offered no alternative to the congress(I). 

Moreover there was no unity 1-,etween the two left parties 

themselves. As a result, hoth the parties performed very 
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badly. Of all the left parties, the CPI(M) lost heavily 

in the P.lections. The party won only 22 seats as against 

35 in the nrevio, s Lok Sahha. Though it could retRin the 

two seats from Tripura. the party lost in 10 seats from 

~.Bengal and 5 from KerA.la. where the CPI(M) WAS t"e strong

ewt. The CPT won 6 seats as opposed to its 13 in thf 

last Lok Sabha. ~he party nerformen very poorly in Kerala 

and suffer:;d heavily in UP and Blhar. 

The CPT, in its election review, observed that the 

main concern of the people was-how to preserve national 

unity and for that they tno,ght it wonld be prudent to 

support the party of Ind-ira Gandhi in the present sitna

tion.11 The CPI(M) PB member nT Ranadive flhile ag~Aeing 

with the CPI view on this score in his article12 entitled. 

"Concern for National Unity Sway en Electorate", exposed 

the 'blindness' of the 'hourgeois" opnosition parties. 

The concern for national unity or •sympathy wave' 

partially explains the defeat of the left parties in the 

elections. But the left parties did not lag behind in 

----------------------------
11. CPI praft Review Op. ·cit. p.37 

12. P~ople' s Democracy, 3 l''ebruary, 1985. 
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expressing their concern for national unity. In fact, the 

left parties campaignen aGainst the imperialist designs 

which undermined the national unity. In any case, the wave 

affected all the parties in all the S~Ates, except A P. 

Apart from the wave, there are other factors such as the 

inability of the left parties in forging an alliance with 

other parties. 'fhere was no consolidation of the left unity 

in their strongholds. Besides the performance of the le~t 

front government in i;i .Bengal contributed to the downfall· 

of the left in the elections. The left fro~ government 

policies regarding education, financial crisis, land reforms 

and closure of some industrial units dueto pOwer- cut was 

not appreci~ted by the urban voters. 13• 

On the eve of Lok Sabha elections, the relat1ons between 

the two parties ':,:el~e quite strained. Fortunately the 

parties had restricted in 4the area of conflict to only 

tvo states namely, Bihar and A.P. In these states the 

two parties did not t:nme to any understanding on the ques

tion of allotment of seats, leave alone alliance with Gther 

parties. Forinstance, in Andhra Pradesh it was the 

------------------------
13. CPT(l1) Political Organis..§_:!;ional Report Op. cit. P.27 
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'Khe.mmam controversy' which trapped the left parties in 

a tussle which helped the Conaress (I) to gain support 

at the expense of the left. In Rihar the distribution 

of seats ann alliance with Dt'UCP aggravatc:d the differea-

ce& between the two parties. They h~len chargeR and 

counter-charges at each other durina the course o~ their 

revie w of the elections. 14 • However, this did not affect 

the mutual relations of the two Jar ties in W ."Rengal and 

T~ipura, !he two strengholds of the left. 

Overall the st~rained relations did affect the per
ifl 

formance itbe electlions • This was not all·l t had lowered 

the image of the Communist movement as a whole. More . 

importahtly longterm Atrategy o~ evolvin~ a left and de-

mocratir. altern~tive received a blow. As a result, some 

of the opposition parties fought among themselves in many 

constituencies. It was such disunity in the oppoAition 

which enahled the Congress (I) to secure 80 per cent 

seats by polling about 49 Percent of the votes. 

Having suffered the major losses in the elections, 

hoth tre partie-s:.rP.C,)gnisr-'cl. the need to improve their re-

lations. The C.PI(M) regretterl what had happened in A.P. 

-----------------------
14. The Statesm;:~!!..z. 14 March, '85. 



and Bihar its CC opin~ed that : 

"left unity must be pro tee ted and strengthened and such 
temporary strains should not be allowed to affect the 
struee;le for left unity" 15. 

The CPI in its election review observed th~t: 

"only the creation of powerful and united left, leading 
countryv1ide mA.ss movements on economic and social demands 
as well as on political i~sues like the defence of the 
democ:·atic institutions of n~tiona1 unity and secu.bity 
can pave tre way towards the emergence of a left and de
mocratic a1 ternative to the Congress( I) or any other 
bourgeois combinations".16. 

The most important issue that caused misgivings was 

the allotment of seats in the elections as each party tried 

to gain over the ".other. As a result, not only each party 

1 ost heavily but the Communist movement as a whole suffererl, 

In the event any attempt to forge a left and democsatic 

national alternative to the ruling pa~ty, appeared more 

than hypocritical- for which both pArties are equally res-

nonsibleo 

It seemed as if the two parties did not correct th.~f 

mistQkes, albeit they made conf":ssion, d1l;·ing the course 

of thejr elec:ion review. For instance, when the asRembly 

elections were held in 11 states and one union Territory, 

15. Peo plP;' s Der.1ocr acy 1 27 January,' 85 · 

16. New Age. 27. January. '85. 
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on the heels of the debacle of the opposition. no common 

understanding was arrived at between the two pa~ties. 

T~lis naturally 1 ed tt) mut,al recriminations on seat adjust-

ment in these states. 

It is clear from the case of Rihar elections that 

both the Pa~ties contested against each other which weakened 

the left movement as a wh~le. While CPI(M) accused the 

CPI of exhibiting (Opportunist' and 'big-brotherly' attitude 

tovJards~• the former, the CPI repudiaten the acc_usation as 

iwild allegation'. Citing this as an example, the CPI (M} 

General Secretary Namboodiripad concluded thHt: 

"Tt was naive to dream of merger of the two parties 
the CPI was sought to be prosecuted for its alliance 
with the Congress(I) for about a decade in the past" 17 

Tn these assembly elections the left parties suffered 

seYere losses because of their disunity and lAck of adjust-

ment of seats with the other ooposition pa~ties. Though 

the non-left parties were unable to replace the Congress(!) 

state government, in seve!·nl s':;ates, these parties could 

resist the congress wave.18. 

------------------------
17. IndiPn Express 1 15 April, 1985 

18. In the elections, theseats secured by the oppositions in 
overall are.LDKi1.P( 154), J ana:ta( 235), BJ P( 170). Congress( s) 
58 and the C.?I, C.?I (I-1) put together got 55 seats only. 
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The theme underlyin<~ the Congress reverses in the elections 

is th~t the Raj i v Gandhi v1ave had receded thereby causing 

maximum loss to the eongress.19 The popularity of the 

Prime I~Iinister had come do1m when the electorate rejected 

his thesis of one part:i rule at the Centre and in the 
' 20 

states. 

The "e was a significant shift in the CPI attitude 

towa}ds the policies of Hajiv Gandhi government. This 

was evident when some left intellectuals pleaded with the 

CPI to line up behind the Rajiv Gandhi government on the 

gronnd that the country's unity and integrity was in great 

danger. 21 'rhe party General SecrPtary Rao rejected the 

plea. He reminded them OT the crisis createdby domestic 

policies of the congress(I) at the cen::;re. He rejected 

the argument that a progressive foreign policy reflected 
22 progressive dor::~es· .. ic policy • Commenting upon the economic 

policies of the Congress( I), J)auly 'l. Parakal ~aid: 

"The Rajiv Gandhi stra~egy oT development and growth based on 
exnort promotion, computerisation, libera~is~tion and luxury 
consumntion will only increase the imperialist penetration 
of the economy, lead to ouster of small capitalists and 
petty producers and thus increase the concentration of capital 

19.People's nemocracy, 17 March, 1985. 

20 • .Q.:?T DrAft __ RevieY{. On. cit. p.37 

21. I~oh 1 t Sen. "T.ok SabhA elections: Communi~t review" (Document) 

22. ~riot, 29 April, 1986 • 



have adverse consequence for employment in manufacturing 
industries and increase income disparities".23. 

The CPI as is clear from this statement did not de-

·vi ate from its nnti-eongress position. Such a stand 

bel:i,ed the h ··pes of those pro-Congress leaders in the CPI 

who had always v!an ted the CPI to main ta1 n close relations 

w1th the eongress. 
4.-

Mohi t Sen,. Kalyanasnn~ram and others in the CPI oro-

pagated the line of supporting the Congress inside and ou+. 

side the pa~ty forums. Their expulsion from the CPI paved 

the way for it taking more critical stand B.t<;a1 nst the 

r'lling pa~ ty. 

The new economic and other p· 1 licies of the Rajiv Gandhi 

government prompted the opposition parties to focus their 

criticism against the congress(I) 24 • 'Reside the left 

parties havin.; tasted bitter lessons in the elections were 

once again tnclined to launch united actions. The CPI(M) 

took initiative in rallying the opposition parties, except 

the EJ P. .r"'or this a meeting both parties was held on April 

12, 1985 at the CPI Office. Views were exchanged on the 

conflicts w~ich marred the relationship of the two p~rties~ 

23. P.V .Parakal, CPI' s concept of' Left and Democr_atic~~
native,(Communi~t Party .?ublication:N.Delhi) Dec.'85 p.9 

24. People's DemOC£~~· 14 April, 1985. 
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during the course of elections in 1984 and 1985. Tt was 

agreed that eve,·y effort should be made to avoid the re

petition of simila1:· conflicts in future. 25 • A brief 

discusAion centered on how the irrlepAnd: ent initiatives of 
1 

th e'two Pa'~"ties can be followed up by endeavouring to con-

sol~date the left forces and draw other left and secular 

forces _ ' in the mass CRmpaign. 

An agreP.mf:'!nt vl as reached that the Central Coordination 

Committee ( IJCC) shonld function as a forum to !eAolve di-

fferencews tn:.a.t .might ct·o p up from time to time at the state 
I) l • 

level. Tt ,;;1s also felt tht it would not be helpful togo 

into the reasons why the differences arose and to apportion 

the baame. "The point is to address ourselves to the queestion 

of how the thread of united action vihich was develdlping 

Cd.n betaken up again". 26 They also ag~ed that the CCC 

should function as a b·:dy for the exchange of views between 

them on current political developments so as ···to evolve 

a common stand. which inturn would help the cause of b'l"oadAr 

left uO~ty • The Patriot commented that the two communist 

o"'rties had ach iP.ved a breakthrough in their seven :, ear 

-----------------
25. Peoplei s Democracy. 2 1 st April. 1985. 

26. New Age, June16. 1985. 
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old unity effort:~ following this agreement between their 

top leader~·on an institutional framework(f!CC)to coordinAte 

th . t. . t 27. e1r mass ac lVl y. 

But in practive, the CCC did not achiP.ve much. Recause 

the lead~rs of both the parties did not apprec~ate the 

significance of the body (CCC) itself. And thus one findR 

that the two parties continued to trade charge~· and alle

gations in public even though they have a forum to air 

thiell' differences. What surprises many is their going to 

the press very oftenly. on trivial is~1 es in orddr to 

score some points over the othero 

It is perti.::nent to throw some light on the external 

issues of the two parties. as they also have impa'ct on 

thier mutual rel-tions. Durinp; the period under study, 

the CPSU-CPC differences were narrowed -dovm gradual,.ly 

28 leading to their rapproachment. • Its effects were me~ni~ 

fested in the attempts at left unity in IndiR in the recent-

pest while some positive developments in the realm of the 

C?SU-CPI(M) relations had influenced the two left parties 

e~pecially on international matter~ The CPC-CPI relations 

in the changed atmosphere lessened the friciton between 

the CPI and the C.PI(l1) on the question of Sino-Ilidian relations, 

27. Pa~., June 6, 85 

28. CPI(I'!) Political llesolu tion, 12th party congress( calcutta) 
Dec,'85 p.25 
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The normalisation of CPSU-CPC relations enhanced the prQs

pects of the CPI-CPI(M) unitv. As a ma~ter of fact, the 

visit of Chinese·· Vice Premier Yao Yilin to the Soviet 

Union in jUly, 1985 res,lted in the economic and trade 

agreements, Accofding to Yao: 

"Tn the present involved international sitQation, which has 
been strai: ed by imperialism, relations between the Peonle's 

Republic of China and Soviet Union affect not only the basic 
interests of the ~oviet Union and Chinese people, but the 
world si tuA+.ion as a whole and a1jpreciably tell on the 
alignment of class forces world wide. A normalisation of 
Soviet-Chinese relations would no doubt make for stabilising 
the si t;Jation not only in Asia but throughout the world"29. 

The C?I(~) had been recognised by the Soviet party 

ann bilateral relations 11'ere established betweP.n the two 

parties recently. The C.PT(M") not only reversed its earlier 

'equidistant' attitude towards the Sadet union, but a1so 

recogniRed the leading role played by ~he USSR in support 

of national libe''ation struggles in the world. Tt is 
d 

for the first time t~at the C?I(M) did not critise the 
J 

Soviet Union in its party congress in December, 1985. 

On the eve of the CPSU General S~cretary Mikhail Gorba-

c~1ev' s visit to Tndi a, the ground was prepared for the 

consolidation o ~, the CPSU-C.PI( M) ties. While the Soviets 

felt that there had been a chan~e in the CPI(M)'R perception 

regarding the importance ofthe CPSU in the international 

29. ibid ••••••• 
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Communist. movement, the CPI( JII) assert A that the Soviets 

had finally conceded thAt there were two 6ommunist 

parties in India. 30 ·when Gorbachev visited India in 

November, 1986 leaders of the two parties (CPI and 

CPI(H)) met him separAtely and exr.:hsmged views r;,::garding 

bilateral relations apart from others.3 1 • 

It is along these lines that the CPC-CPI relations 

were sought to be repaired. It can be recalled that in 

the l'lake of i.:iino-Indian border clash in 1962, The CPI

CPC relations were snapped. The CPC had party-to-pArty 

relations with only the CPI (i-ii). As there prevailed a 

conducive atmosohere leadin~ to the Sino-Soviet normali-
e . sation the CPC showed interest in restablish1ng tiew with 

rl 

the CPI in the sarn e fashion as the CjSU had done with the 

CPI(M). But, ~nterestingly, the CPI continued to harp on 

itS differences With the C9C On the 1 bOrder 1 iSAUe, even 

while attempts at the CPI-CPC unity were being made.3 2 

9 
However, the cha~ed relationship between the CPSU and the 

CPC, noted ahove, has contributed to a renewal of C~CPI 

relations. It is at this junctnre that the AT1UC delegation 

30. Telegraoh, November, 26, 1986. 
31. While it has been c~stomary for CPT delegation to call on 
visiting soviet Heads of state, this was the first time that 
a similar privilege was given to the CPI(M) indicating the 
growing importance the Soviets now attach to the la~er party. 

32. New~' June 1, 1986. 
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paid a visit to China on the invitation of CPC's Tr~de T~ion 

Front. A CPI l~ader viewed the visit as an effort by the 

two estranged Communist parties viz., CPI and CPC to come 

closer. He said that despite eerious and wicte ranging· 

political difference between the C?I and the CPC b0th the 

parties SPemed eager to repair the ties "as both of us bliAve 

in Communist principles".33 

Accordingly, both these parties had exchanged vie•s 

on a number of issues, mainly on the bilateral, during 

the course .---;f their vi. sits. This was a pos1 tive develop.. 

ment which in turn brought about snme progress in the 

field of C.J?I-C~I(111) relations. It is in this backgrOLJnd 

thRt an an.~lyeis of the debate between the. parties throngh 

their p:::~rty organs becomes meanigful. '.Che CPI ,in i t.s,.,.· 

o~gan New Ag~ initiated the debate. It published a series 

of a~ticles w~itten by its national leaders, covering 

ideological, political and tnctical issues aPart from di-

fferences on dav-to-day activities. In one of his articles, 

the CPI leader Jagannath Sarkar has ~oncluded: 

"Ro long as differences in the ideological positions persist 
the CPI-C.PT( tiT) rel::~ti on s will be m ~rked by jerks and j ol tR. 
Rut by holdin~ joint actions on as many is~1es as posAible 
and by soberly evaluatin~ the experiences it wil~be possible 
to bring the t1\ro partie:~ closer on an increasing scale"34. 

3~. The Sta~esman, July16, 1985. 

34. New Age, July28, 1986. 
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Another C PI leo4e.c N. Rajesekhar Reddy was very can: .did 

when he admitted that both the parties had changed the 

~ositions they took aarlie~ to ~ote him: 

"The f;=~ct t1-:at the C.2I(M) had begun to acknowledge the 
revolutionary role of the CP~U and had accepted many ideas 
of the wo.!:'ld cor.1munist movement which it hA.d earlier dubbed 
as revisionist and the fact that it had begun to critica1ly 
re-evaluate the policies ~nd practices of the CPC; and 
the. fact that it chose to 'Jreak with the "janata party 
sovernment headed by Morarji Desai •••• " 35 

I 

At some other occasion he had underlined the need to promote a 

greater degree of united actions. To achieve the Unity 

between the gwo parties, it is the areas of agreement that 

should be stressed than the other way ronnd .36 

Ry contrast the GPI( IVT) .2B member, Harikishan Singh 

Surjit had written extensively on the question of CPT-CPI(M) 

dtlfferences in the People's Democracy. 3? He labonred 

a lot to expose the hClasA-collaborationist" nature of the 

CPI, and ofcourse, advised the C.PI to chan.2:e its programmatic 

understanding so that the cooperation was possiblP between 

the left parties. The CPI(I"l) appraach on this qnestion 

of unity amounts to 'Status-quoism'. This is perhaps, 

because the CPI(11) has some reservations on this scor.e. 

35. CPI's strugR:le for Communist Unity by four authors in 
Decernber,85l Communist party publication:N.Delhi}pp 1-2 

36.New Age, August,~, 1985 

37. H. S. Surj it, "OE_ C.PI (•1)-C.t>I Differen~estt ( !ffiC :N, Delhi) 
Oct.'85 
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For, one, the idaological differences still remain unsolved~ 

and second, the left unity per se might not bring about 

much change in the correlation of 'class forces'. 

At t~is junc.urP there occured a few incidents in W. 

Bengal which pr· o--.roked the C.2I ( r4) gr oa tly. The sA include, 

admi ttine; two C...?I( M) legislAtors into the C.2I and the atti

tude of the C2I on the New Industrial 2olicy (NIP) of the 

left front. The CPI(~) leade~ship condemned the admission 

into the Cl?I of the two MLAs, Fakeer 11ohammed and 'RanAmali 

l Das, who vrere expell erl for their alleged anti-party:aetivi-
' 

ties bv the CPI(M). This caused a strain in the relationR 

between the two parties in W.Rengal.38 • More importAnt 

was the issue of W.Rengal government's industrial Policy(NIP) 

wni ch tri{ie;ere:i a controvf'rsy between them at both local 

and national levelso · 

The CEC of the CEI said in its resolution in De~.85 
I 

that the CPT(M) led left frong governments new industrial 

pol. icy is "grievously misguided." since the collaboration 

~ith the ~1ltinationals in the joint venture projects wm1ld 

weaken the country's~ public sectoro the policy would 

help "strengthen the :IIQnopol.ies tr2nsnationals and impair 

our efforts at n~t; onal self-reliance. 11 

38. National He~, Octo~er 30. 1985 



l t: R 39 h .1 .._. The CEI Genera SecreuQry ao, w .1 e commen~1ne upon 

the CPI-CPI(l1l) relations, had sharply cr·itici:_:Pd the 'double 

standards' of the C.:?I( .·l) in cri ticisin,.~ the Raj iv Gandhi 

government for allowing multina.tionals into the country 

on the one h1:1nd and inviting tl:.em to W.Reneal on the other. 

He also allegeJ that the C.l?I( 1/l) was on its own going for 

joint sector projects brushing aside objections from the 

other left front part"ers. His claim is partially incorr~ct 

in that no C.2I leader had formally o ppesed the NIP inside 

the W.t3engal left front. 40 • This o provoked Jyoti Basu, 

The W.Benrral Chief Minister, to comment: 

" I wonder why they go to the press all the time. '!hey never 

use the left front co~mitte~ forum to a1r their objections 

. or differ!~nces" 

The Teleg~aph ~~d co~rnented editori~lly on this controversy. 

~n its conclusion the editorial justified the polic~ albeit 

sarcastically. 

To Quote from the editmrial: 

"If Lenin could invite foreign capitAl in the early twenties 
during the period of New Economic Policy{NEP), what is 
wrong in the LF Govt. adopting a similar measure during 
what communists believe in the interrugunum before the ultimate 
capture of power at the Qentre" 41 • 

39. ~ational Herald, Decemb~r,2~,1985 

40. The CEI neither proposed any alternative policy to that 
nor it, atleaat, threatened to quit from the ministry. 

41. Telegraoh De~e~ber15, '85 
't"' 
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In view of the I~ropAgand8 carri~d in the press by 

its adversaries the CPI(M) clearly st~ted trat the party 

opnosjd to the "intrusion of multinationals in our 

economic life." 42 At the sru1e time, the C?I(M) led 

lPft front ministry ente~ed into a joint agreemAnt with 

Goenkas and Hindust an T.ever. a sub sin i~H'J' o-f tr· o ~!hili ).)f> 

complexes in W.Bengal. Such an ambivAl~nt stand on the 

issue of multin,_,tional corporations( •vlNCs) gave rise to 

apprehensions not only inside the left front but also 

in the p~.>.rty leedershi p itself. As a res1:lt, a large chunk 

of the delegntes at the Calcutta party congress expressed 

concern on the policy towards m1ltination~ls. It is in 

this light trat its nolitical-organ!sational rePort 

contained the following p::wsageA. To make the CPI(l1) 

overall understanding vn the m8tter it is necessary to 

quote at length: 

"left front ministry functions within the framework of 
the capitalist econo~y. It is not a ROVernment free to 
attack the propnrty relations and mobilise resources 
through confrontation. It is in conflict with the 
CPntrnl go,.rern:rren t ~-1hich se•,ks t.J prove that the T.eft 
Front government can do no good to the peonle. The 
Central govern~ent is org8nisi~~ an economic blockade 
by withhold in,n; inVf.' stm Pn t s in th ~- :-~tate to dem ':.lns tra t e 
to the people that the left front is too helpless to do 
anythin~ for the peo~le. Thi~ is the form of class 
struggle the ~entre wages against the Left Front ministry. 

42. C.?I(,·l) .r>oJ.i ti cal-vrgo.n i sat i oncl He port, a p. c iy. pp. 31-32 
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It will suit its game exeeedi~gly well if the left 
front refuses to touch or encour~ge any capit•list 
~ren ture. 

1 
The question here is not capitalism 

~·ersus co~ialism, but how to run the I!li.nistry so 
that tbe people get more confidence in it ana 
are prepared to keep the Congress(!) at an arm's 
length. lf these tactics are not to be adopted 
and relief not gi~·en, the ministry would ha::,! 
to quit in the shortest possible time. Secondly, 
the joint sector with the Deft Front go~·ernment' s 
participation should not be equated with joiat 
sector with Congress(!) participation, with the 
latter prepared to oblige the capitalists at 
the expense of the people. 

In this situation the participation of a monopoly 
.. firm which is free to use its capital all o~·er 

India should not be·considered as sacrifice of 
a str•tegic objecti .. •e bt1t a cumpulsion dictated 
by the L;rn~dia te mecesei ty to ward off the Ce:atral 
attack. Such tactics ~re o~ten used to fight 
the irr.medi~te assmults ••• Such tactics should 
not be considered as our policy a~d wrong claims 
should not be made on their beh:::.lf."(emphasis minel43 

This indicates that despite all the proclaimed 

urge for left unity in the country the two parties 

seemed to be mo~ing apart. Whether or not the CPI{M) 

is correct on this score is beside the point. It is 

clear from the CPI(~)is party congress that the differe-

nces between the two parties were not merely o:a the 

lon.gterm goal of socialist re ... ·olution but o:m. the short 

term goal like running the left-front ministry. This 

43. ibid... pp. 32-33 
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is one specific exa:a1ple which ill.ustr:A tes the 'dt .. ·ergence' 

between the two constitueAts of the same left-front. 

IV 

Time ~nd ug•in it is said that the reerger of the 

two left pQrties was not pr~cticable though desirable. 

This ~as because the leaders of both the parties insist 

on raising the issues conceraing their ideolog~cal aad 

programmatic stands. This happens because, each party 

sticks to its stand ... ery rigidly. This intura resulted 

in their di·~rgent approac~ towards the merger idea. 

The CPI general Secretary Rao felt th•t the unity of 

the two parties was not an immediate task, since the 

CPI(M) was unwilling to shed its big-brotherly attitude 

towards the CPI. And he ~ccused the CPI(M) of seeki•g 

unity only where it is in dominating position. 44 But, 

the CPI (JVl) General Secretary Naxboodiripad denied. the 

charge. 45 Howc~er, Rao rejoined the debate to substaa

tiate his st~nd. According to him: 

44. New Ag~ January 5, 1986. 

45. Times of India, J~nu•ry e, 1~86. 



"Namboodiripad distorts pur stand in order to 
cower up his own party's erroneous policy of 
not working for left unity on an all India 
scale and in st~tes where they are Aot in a 
dominating position ••• They are for left unity 
in W.Bengal, Tripura and Kerala omly, not at 
the all India le .. •el or in oth~r sto..tes. Thereby 
they ha .. ·e been. harming the de .... elopment of left 
and democratic unity as an alter:nati~e to the 
Congress."46 

As a n:a tter of f:4ct Narr.boodiripad ruled out the 

possibility of merger of two parties on the ple~ that 

the ideological-politico.i.l differe.aces remained unresol'"'ed. 

According to him: 

"It would., howe"rer be foolhardy to think that 
the ideological questions on which the break 
came 21 years ago nnd ~~ny of which continu~ 
e~en now, are of no political importaAce."47 

Meanwhile, it is interesting to note how he imteads 

to bring about unity between the two parties. Suffice 

it to quote hitn: 

"lea"•ing rtSide the question of merger l-Thich is 
and will be impro,:.cticable ~·o lon~ as our ideolo
gical-politic~l differences, is it not possible 
for us to acti .. •iitte the CentrG~.l Coordination 
Committee :.1.nd to acti~·ate tt.e all-India Committee 
for peace?"48 

46. ~Age, Ja~u:r;r:y 12, 1986. 

4 7. People • s Dt>ILo crac.r, June 23, 1 985. 

48. PeoElc's De~ocracJ:., Earch 16, 1~86. 



His party collengue And PB member, H.S.Surjit goes a . 
step further to justify the abo~e stand. According 

to him, the CPI(M) is not willing to accept the merger 

proposal of the CPI because "unprincipled Ullity can 

do more harm than good." 49 

It is paradoxical to note that the CPI was usiag 

e .. •ery occasioA :and platform to stress the unity theme, 
• 

while the CPI (Ivl) l~aders seerred to be working o .. yertime 

to stall any such mo~e aad some times they ewen rtdiculed 

Ulli ty mo-.·es. To cite an instance , when the pro-C.PI 

youth organisation (AIYF) conducted a 'jatha' under the 

slogan of 'youth for unification of the Comrr.uaist 

parties' throughout the state(Kerala), the pro-CPI(M) 

youth organisation(DYFI) took out counter-jathas, criti

cisi•g the CPI and its u~ity efforts.5° 

Again, the 13th party congress of the CPI, which 

was held in March 1986 at Patna, rrade an impassioaed 

------------------
49. H.S.Sur.iit, "On CPI(M)-CPl Differencee" Op. cit. p.~ 

50. Patrio.L_ March 1, 1986. 
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appeal to the le•dership for unificatioa of the 

Communist mouement, ii.S is obser..,•ed by Rao; 

"we will not re~ch anywhere if the CPI and the 
C.PI(IJ:) cojlcentr-.te on past differe.nces."51 

Similarly' anothe"r le•der N .K.Krishnan "reaffirmed II 

his party's st;:Jtld that reunj fica tion of the Commul).ist · 

mo~ement on ~- pri.ecipled basis is "our goal" and "we 
-2 

will patie.11 tly and persis tell tly work fur a chi e"tring it".~ 
..... 

In the C~l pArty congress ~any speakers urged 

the delegates to r•tify the mo-.·es for unity and to e"trObre 

a left and ~e~ocratic natiomal alternati~e in order to 

replace the prcs~nt Cottgr~se(I) regime. While prese•ting 

the report, U' e p~rty General Secretary Raje shwar Rao 

appealed for Cor:.munist unity plea;ding ti·.at was the oaly 

way to ad .. ·ance the Corr.munist mo-.•ement. And he belie..,ed 

that the unity b~tween the two parties would take the 

sections. Likewise J-.g~mnath Sarkar also opined that 

52. ibid ••..• 



in the curremt political situation unity between the 

CPI a~d the ~Pl(~) had become i~perati~e. 

The CFI 1 s st8nd on this issue was nothing but 

a reiteration of the stand taken at the Bhatinda 

congress a d~cade ago. In the present party congress, 

the part~'s opposition to the ruli~g party was mo~e 

u•equbroca.l. Tho CPI had to we;.;.n away a good number 

of party leaders towards its side from the Dan.ge-Mohi t 

Sea fold. The CPI reest~blished its image through its 

anti-Congress p3sture. 

Giwen the CPI(~) 's hesit~tion on the question of 

merger, the left p•rties h~d only confined to scree 

united actions on common prcblems during the period 

under study. They were at the le·nel of Trade UaiOJl 

and ~isan Fronts. Even the joint actions were more 

frequent in w.Beng•l and Tripura, whereas in Ker~la 

it was pursued by setting upon electoral front !or the 

coming ass~rrbly electioRs. In other states, the joiat 

n.ctions were ~·ery r..egli ble, except in .Punjab. 1 t was 

the question of t~rrorism which prompted the left partiee, 

to undert~kc united ~ctio~s ag•inst the Sikh •extremists• 

in Punj~b. o~ the student front, both the parties worked 
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unitedly only under electoral cu~pulsion or otherwise 

·~ocal factors' do play much, particularly in the 

students union elections. The SFI of the CPI(M) aad 

the AISF of the CPI, due to 'loc•l factors' were ua~ble. 
:..1ll'iance in 

to forge an,Che elections to the Jawaharlal Nehru U:ai-

~ersity Students' Union(New Delhi) in 1986, which resul

ted in the defeat of the 'left'. Ha-ing tasted bitter 

defeat both the parties abused each other in their 

national weeklies.53 In the following year both the 

parties forged a~ electoral alliance notwithstandiag 

the 'loc~l differences' to win the elections. 

Incidentally, the domestic political scene did 

not force unity between them, whereas the internatioaal 

situation ennbled the two parties to como closer ia the 

present phase. 54 But for CPI(M)'s attitude towards 

the CPI, there would ha~Te been greater u.nity, betweea 

the two parties. 

53. New Ag~, No~T. 2, '86; People's Dem<?.Crd.Ql:, No,T.9, 1 86. 

54. In connection with May Day Centenary, 40th aaaiwersy 
of ~ictory o,~r Fascism and World Peace both the 
partios held joint r~llies. 
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Before concluding this p~rt of study, it is 

important to tbrow some light ou the state of C.PI

ClH(t1) relations in Andhr• Pradesh. Because• it 

pro.,•ddes a different picture. While the two parties, 

at the all-India scale, are moning in one direction, 

their courn t~rp.-..rts in AP are mo~•ing in the opposite 

direction. This affects their all-India le~el rela-

tions, aAd thus, it is necessary to exarni•o their 

p~ints of di"ergen.ce in the st~te. 

The differences between them suffaced, when the 

two parties could ~ot forge an electoral alliaace in 

the 1984 Lok Sabha elections. Both the parties had 

their claims on one Lok Sabha seat, Khammam. Though 

the mediator, ruling TDP, formally supported the CPI, 

the CPI(M) did not give up its claims,leading to their 

mutual destruction in Khamm~m. As a result, the 'Khammam 

contro~ersy' had its implications in other constitueacies . 
in the state. Further, it was repDrted that this issue 

had some impact on the Kerala elections. Followiag 

this, the two parties became hostile to each other ia 

the state. Again, when elections to the AP Assembly 
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were held in 1985, the 'Khamrnam controversy' recurred 

in the state. The C?I(M), this ti~e, emerged ~ictorious 

in the tussle between the two parties.?5 While tho 

electoral ·"ictory might h~ ... ·e boosted the image of the 

CPI(M), its relations with the CPI were strained in 

A.P. More o,•er, this resulted in ae .. •eral physical 

fights between the cadres of the two parties, leading 

to the de1tth of a few in Kh•mrnam district. Similar 

incidents, marred relations in other districts as well 

culminating in rrore animosity between them. This led 

to an intensification of the rift between the two 

parties, when such incidents occupied much space i• 

their regional a~d national organs. 

In this light, it is pertiaent to tbuch upo• the 

TDP relations with regard to both the left parties. 

This is necessa~ to comprehend the specific aature 

ot their mutual relations, in A.P. The CPI declared, 

that~ 'bourgeois' party, such as, Telugu Desham caa 

•ot provide viable and progressi,~ rule to the state. 

~-------------

55. The CPI(N) won four seats it contested in the 
district as opposed to the CPI's one. This 
election nindicated the former's stand. 
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And thus, the CPI decided to gi~e left orientation 

to the politics of the state and try to build left 

democrw. tic al ter.ua t i -.re. 56 

Seen in this light, it is u~tdersta.a.dable why 

the CPI had sought cooperation with the CPI(M). 

But since tte CPI(M)'a mnin politic~l plaak is to 

build a bro&.d ant1.-authoritaria:a platform against 

the Congress(I) 1 it had taken a staAd that the 

Telugu LeBham alo»e could pre~en.t the 'retur:a' of 

Congresa(I) iAto power in the '-ttate. As a result, 

a common political understauding between the two ~x 

parties has become im~ossible. On the other hand, 

the CPI obserfted th~t the present CPl(M) line spoils 

the proQpects of left unity as it leads to no third 

alternati~e in the stat~. 

By end large, tte CPI-CPI(~) relations in the 

state are based on the perceptible threat fro..., the 

Telugu I:esharr: as \<:ell ~s tho Congress parties. This 

---------------~ 



had landed them iato two opposite political camps iD 

A.P. Oa the on~ hand, th~ CPI along with otter opposi

tion p~rtier; r<.:l.llied behind the anti-TDP front. In 
the absence of any ~i~ble third force, the C?I's stand 

virtually helps the Congress(l), the main opposition 

party in the State. The CPI(M), on the other hand, 

while m.-..intc..tialng ,,ery close relations with the TDP, 

o:m. the ple• th-. t the .latter had the potential to 

defeat the Congress(!), paid scant rega~d to the 

question of left p•rties' ~ity. It is this d~vergeat 

approach in their perception that kept these parties 

apart. 

The CPI - C?I(f·~) tiiilks were held in No...,ember 

1986 to patch up th~ differences so as to build uaited 

left ~o...,ement in the state. Thoy failed as the CPI(M) 

offered the saffie argument in support of its political 

line which stated that unless both CPI and CPI(l'vl) 

support the TDP, the Co~gresa(I) would come back to 

power. ln this way, if the C~I(M)'s political line 

of 'bliadly' supporting the TDP is followed, the 

masses disillusioued with the TDP, would ha ... re •o other 

option but to approach the Congress(!). And thus ia 
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a way e ... ·e.a the Cl'I(E) line, can help the Congress(!) 

to stage ~cone b~ck in the st~te. It is in this 

light that the left u~ity in the st~te as elsewhere 

assumes ps.ral!~oun t importance. 

To su~ up, the left parties ha~e not achie-ed 

any rna j or brel&kt!lrough on the quest io:a of unity during 

the Raji~ Gandhi regime. The expectations of those who 

.,~isualised 'normalisation' of C ?I -CPT (f/;) re lations in 

the light of setbacks that the ileft' as a whole suffered 

in the 1984 elections were belied. Of the two p~rties, 

the CPl(I··:) seemed to be more-rigid. The CPT(Ivi.) .,~iews 

the CrT •s merely an opposition party, but not a left 

party. 
n 

Cosequently, the party shows less iAterest 1• 

the C .t·I. ~oreo~er, the CJI(M) is keen to have better 

relations with other p~rties as is e~ident from the 

case of AP. As ~ result, the C~I(M), though inclined 

to embark upom united actions, js not interested in 

the merger of the two parties. 



CONCLUSION 

The Con:munist mo,•ernent has virtually suffered 

a major setback in the 1960s when it was split twice 

in 1 S64 and 1 ~6B. The Corratitmists fn iled in their 

attempt to realise the goal of Indian revolution and 

one of the reasons was that they were far too entang

led in bi ttcr wranglings and frictions betv1een them

selves. Their dh-ergences led to the fragment•tion of 

the Co:rr.Ir.tmtct rr.o"en,Emt which. resulted in the formation 

of the CEI Rnd the C~I(h) with two different proeramma

tic underst:,~ndiEe. Their prog:t·<•mm&,tic differences 

widened the gulf between the two parties in the post

split period \·lhich prenentcd the left forces from 

playing a decisive role in Indiun politics. Without 

that it wrts not 1.-'ossible forth~ left p~Jrties to augmertt 

their- role and enbance tr1 e possibility of building a 

left :and dernocra tic .-..1 te rna ti ··e. For this purpose the 

two left parties reRlised tte importance of left unity 

as well ae the ne~d to rnobiJise the support of broad 

democratic forces and parties in the struggle against 

the Congress rule. 



The two parties in the pre-exergency period, due 

to ideological differences, confined thernsel"es to find

ing fault in each other's position on ~~rious de~elop

ments, le~ding to their isolation from the mainstream 

politics. AS & result, both parties remained ~marginal 

force. But it is significant ttat the two parties 

recognised the inperati~e need to initiate the process 

of norrr.alis~l t jon of rela ti.ons and there by re ... •erse the 

trend of fr~gffientation and disintegration of the left 

mo-ement. And thus, while on the onehand, these parties 

pressed for unity of left knd de~ocratic parties, on 

the other, they continued to indulge in mutual bicker

ings. This ~as ~~rtly because the two parties viewed 

the left and democratic parties quite differently. This 

had led thel.~ to ~d.ly ·,.;itb djfferent parties. That is 

to say, the alli2nce policy had become the major bone 

of contention between the two parties throughout this 

period. In f~ct, tte two parties pursued such ~astly 

different t;:,ctics that they found then:sel .. ·es in two 

opposinG c:;~qn1. ..':bile tr:e C 1'1 supported the ruling 

Congress p:a.:.cty, t~e C.?IO'·:) rer·ained isolated in the 

beginning, tut it became an ardent supporter of the 

Janc.tta-led :>.PlO.Sition c8.rr.p in l<:tte 1~'70s. 
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The J::-.n:.cta fhase pro~·ided an occasion to both 

the left parties to reassess their rel::ttions. The 

parties rrhich were so di,,ere~nt in their pronouncemeLts 

~nd actions during the emergency period hnd to re~ise · 

their tactic~l lines, in their respect;i .... re party congresses 

in 1978. Thoug~ the CPI formally acknowledged its mis-

takes, the party did not take any serious n~easures to 

correct them after the Bhatinda congress. It continued 

to support tbe Congress party in Kerala and elsewhere. 

Whereas the CPI(~) opposed the Congress as it still 

represented the trend of 'authoritarianism'. Besides, 

the CPI equated J~nat-. party wj_th the Congress. It is 

from this standpoint that the CPI consistently opposed 
• 

the Janata go-ernment, while the CPI(M) maintained 

cordial relations with it. Accordingly, the CPI set 

for itself the task of rt"'placing the Jc;mata go~ernment 

as well as the CPI{J.I-:)-Janata alli:.a.nce. And thus, it 

urged the left and derr:ocr:a.tic parties in gener~l and 

the CPI (r·'J) in purticular to forge left unity. Seen in 

this context, the CPI's emph~sis on left unity was a 

preliminary step tow~rds weaning away the CFI(N) from 

the J &.nata camp. 
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the J::::.nat<=<. zo~·crn:-ent's ~conorr.ic policies and 'genuine' 

foreign policy a~ also the erowth of RS3 predominance 

in the Janat~ party. On t~e otherhand, the CPT too, 

ha-.-Ting done sorr.e introspection, ch.a.nged its pro-Congress 

stance and s o··e:r:ed its ties \·lith the Congress. This, 

inturn, brichten~d tbe prospects of CPI-CPI(M) unity 

on the e"·~ of Jam: ta do·,.,-nfall. The CPI ·nisi on became . 

a re-.lity 1N"hen the CPI(r•l) re-.rersed its pro-Janata line 

in July 197S. As a result, both the parties success-

fully inter-.-.,.enhi in tr..~ "ruJ.ing class contradictions" 

in order to bujld u~ left and deTocr~tic altern~ti~e 

to both the Congress and the Janata. In the Janata 

phase, it is the objecti~e compulsions arising out of 

failure of th• Jaw~ta experiment and the rise of Cong

ress (I) , no_ ther thei.n the Bh;; tinda spirit of normalisa

tion of tr~ CPI--(;1-'I(fl·~)relations, which enabled the left 

parties to shift t1' eir t ... cti cs. Both parties 1 ha"ring 

shifted trei:r: earlier positions found their comr:-,on 

ally in the J~nuta(S) and the Congress(S) combine to 

fight against the 'twin d~nger' namely, authoritarianism 

and commnm?,lism simultaneously. But in the elections, 

the twi!l d:.,n[~er v::,.s not dei'e:a 't-ed in any r.s.easur<J.ble Wf!Y, 
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in the sense that the authoritarianism reemerged with 

vengeance when the 8ongress ca~e back into power. And 

the 'communal' parties polled ~ore ~otes than the left 

parties. No-·erthless, the left pai:ties impro"""ed their 

elector3l 2trcngth in the P2rliament in spite of the 

fact that tht:re r.-1~-.s no unity b·~tween tbem :~nd the oppo-

si tion carqJ :~.s tJ-,e op~_;osi tion \·;as vertically split into 

t\vo C8mps. 

In the Indira Gandhi phase, the two p~rties follo-

wed di~ergent attitudes towards the Congress and the 

'bourgeois' opposition parties. While the 'authorita

ri~nism' of the Congress haunted the CPI(M), the 

'communalism' represented by the BJP troubled the CPI. 

On the onehand, the CPI(M) envis~ged a plan to put up 

a broad opposition fight ag•inst the ruling Congress, 

the CP.I, on the otherha.nd, expressed its apprehensions , 

o~er the participu tion of tr: e 'communal' parties like 
• 

BJP and Ak-.lidal. r-~ean'while, the obj ecti..-.e compulsions 

warranted the CPI to change its line when the Congress(!) 

go~Ternment at the Centre toppled tr:e non-Congress mini-

stries in J <::.m!.lU and Kashmir, 0ikkirn :tnd Andhra Pradesh. 

The CPI hv.d to change its t:;;ctics further at its var;,.nasi 

congress in 1 ~!0 1 , when it kept its opU ons open regarding 
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the BJP. Sin'il~rly, on the question of rise of regional 

parties and the Centre-~tate relations, the CPI stand 

coincided Nith th~t of the CPI(I,·l). At the international 

plane, areas of convergence between the two p~rties 

increased. Because the CPI(~)'s st~nd on the question 

of v1ar danger and US im.per i01.l ism had U..'ldergone some 

change \vhen it re.,.·ersed its lukewarm a tti tude on these 

issues in the receat past. The CPI(~) in its Vijayawada 

congress focussed its main ~ttention against the US 

imperialism Tfli thout a;.ny reser·•at tions. while these 

d e .... elopmen ts ~nh:;;.nc ed tb e prospects of IL.utual cooper•-

undermined the unity efforts. By and large, w~r danger, 

restoration of the Congress rule, weakening of the oppo-, 

sition parties, growth of re~ional mo~eneuts and parties 

enforced the two p~rties, atleast, to explore the pros-

pee ts of left unit;:, lea•·in,o: :ASide the left ;J.nd d emocra-

tic unity. 

In the w~ke o~ ass~ssin~ti~n of the Prime Minister 

Indira Gandhi, the qacstion of n~tional unity CMme to 

the forefront. f<hj 1~ the Congress(!) l·~d by .L\.aji.,.r G~ndhi 
• 

in the 1 S·84. elec:tions. The non-left op;;ooi tion p~rties 



underesticated the significance of the 'sympathy' 

factor. The left purties took a middle path, as 

they neit~cr ~choed Raji~ Gandti's concern on the 

question of 1:dw.ndpur Sahib Resolution, nor did they 

belittle the signific2nce of nEtional unity • .As :o.. 

result, ~11 the opposition parties, including the left 

ones, were crushed by the Congress(!) campaign. The 

left parties suffered re-erses in th~ir strongholds 

namely, Kerala, Bihar, W.Bengal ~nd Punjab due to the 

sympathy wa~·e in fa~·our of the Congress(!), but also 
.. 

their inability to put up a united· fight against the 

Congress. 

Meanwhile, the two parties were in~~lved in 

intense differences in A.P. and Bihar leading to their 

decline in a few constituencies in the elections. The 

leadership of the h1o parties failed to resol~Te the 

election dj_sputes trrough t:r:e Central Coordination 

Committee (CCC), as it rerr~ined defunct. However, at 

the domestic front, the elitist economic, industrial 

and education policies of the HaJi~T Gandhi go~Ternment 

ensured the left parties in action on common problems. 

Sirr:il<:>.rly, at the extern~ .. l front too, both the 

parties found r:-:ore areas of con .. •(;rgence, during the same 



period, a~ the Sino- So· .. i t 'rapproachment' had influenced 

the two left parties to reassess their stands on the 

international matters. While the Cl)l(rf;) reestablished 

party-to-party relations with the CPSU, the CPI moved 

in this direction with regard to the CPC. 

The Nohit s~n faction in the CPI and M.Basauapu

nnaiah in the CPI (r'l) thwarted the mo~res of unity forces 

to some extent. The CPI leadership in an attempt to 

move closer to the CPI(M) ignored the pleas made by 

Mohit Sen faction. As a matter of fact, the party after 

its Patna congress in 1986 contributed much more to the 

cause of left unity, it e·•en expelled the .f;lohi t Sen 

faction from the party. Whereas the .CPI(.M) leadership, 

lea~·e alone censuring 11': .Basa~rapunnaiar. for his an ti-c PI 

remarks exhibited a lukewa~attitue~ towards the CPI. 

The CPI(M) infact, acted in a way which escalated ten

~ions between their mass fronts in Kerala, A.P. and 

. elsewhere. !f.ore t:tan the CPl, the CPI(M) harped on the 

ideological differences, as is apparent from its 'debate' 

with the CFI. On the plea. that the ideological differences 

were not yet settled, the C.PI(:£1'1), strangely, put condi

tions and asked the Cr'I to re••ise its programma tic 

understanding so as to embark upon united actions. 
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The party e~ter~d into alliance with the CPI in the 

states where only the CPI(r<) can lead the united 

fronts as fOr exr:·.mple Kerals:., Tripura and Vi .Bengal. 

' This is partly because concei~ing itself ao the only 

genuine 1·1orkint; class party which ca.n play a '...-anguard' 

role in the 'People's Democratic He~olution', the 

CPI(M) is not prepared to accept the leadership of . 
the CPI in the struegle ag&inst the Congress go~ern-

rnent in Bihc.tr, TJ • .P., <md Punjab, \-There the CPI is 

stronger than the CFI(M). 

Inste~d the CPI(M) considered the non-left parties 

TDP, DMK, Akalidal, Lok Dal and Janata party as its 

potential allies in the st~tes where it is not strong 

enough to take on the Congress(!). This indicates 

th-.t tbe CPI (r:l) in its ende•~?our to fulfill the short-

term goals preferred the non-left parties to its most 

reliable and longt erm ally, the C PI. In this way the 

stand of the C.PI(:fvl) negates its longterrn strategy. 

Both the lo:1gterrc ~.nd shortterm goals c~-~.n not always 

be reconciled us is clear from its elector:otl experience 

over the l .. st two and half decades. For instance, 

while in elect1ons, the CPI (H) has been successful to 
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llil.rge extent, it did not ::..chieve ~ny breC:<.kthrough in 

building the left and democr~tic ~lternati~e. ~ore-

o~er, enen electoral g~ins rem~in shortlined, if long-

term str~tegy is not followed up by consolidating those 

gains. As long as the CPI(~) does not realise the 

significance of longterm str~tegy, the party is bound 

to suffer re ... ·erses in elections too as is demonstrated 

by its elector.;.o.l d.ef~ats in Kerala (1982), \·J.Bengal 

(1~84) and Tripur~ recently. Seen in this light, 

norm<tlisc..tion of the CPI-CPI(r·i) rel•tions and further, 

unity of lt~ft <..lnd d~mocr•tic parties -.ssumes gre•ter 

importance. nnd the CPI(M) has to take the major 

responsibility in le~ding ~nd forging the left and 

democratic uni t,y. 

At a titre ·:rh en the country is faced with, the 

problem of 1J:roe;rc:s~ :....ncl national unity from both inter-

Di!il 01.s well ·•ocf> eXte·cn:;..l forces <~nd the ruling Congress 

pc;..rty has .::,iled to sol~-e the-se problems e ... •en after 

four decadea of ind~pendence, t~~ non-left opposition . 
parties find tr.J:..:.s:·l··es engrossed in 'inter-p:.a.rty 1 

and 1 j ntrrL-D; rty 1 couflicts i:Ti thout offerine ~ny alter-. 
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left par~ies to give an alternati~e direction to poli-

tic:.o.l de~·elopr:.ents. For this the left p<:irties should 

not repeat the mis t2kes they committed in the past. 

This is posEible if ttey m~ke a concrete analysis of 

the objecti~e situ~tion, if they exhibit independent 

posture in formul::tting their strCt.tegy :o~.nd t44ctics, 

if they do not imitate -.ny 'rr,ode ls' , and fin~lly if 

they do not l;i(.g behind the 'ruling cl•sces' in reacting 

to e~rents and if they intertwine longterm :.a.s "N"ell •s 

shortterm goals successi~·ely. 

It is true t~at the sy~pathisers of the left 

mo~·ement in general, ~nd their c~dres in p~rticul•r, 

anticipate ~ left and decocratic alternative to emerge 

soon, as they are unaware of their leaders' polemics 

over progranar·~ tic differences. Until and unless these 

'actu-.1' differences ~re not resol~·ed the Con,munist 

unity appe::1rs 41. myth. If it is possible for their 

leaders to change tactics so often to meet their short 

term interests, it is ironict:~.l thei.t t!'"1ey- h•·ue not 

reconsiciered their s trGl t egy e .. ,en though major changes 

have occured in the socio-political life of India 

since the inception of the tHo Communist p~rties. 
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